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Five decades ago United States President John F. 
Kennedy issued two great challenges. First he pointed 
at the heavens and called on humanity to put a man 
on the moon – a mission accomplished within eight 
years. The other goal, focused right down here on 
earth, has proven a more difficult endeavour. In this 
second aspiration Kennedy acknowledged the com-
plexity and conflicts of achieving security through 
the world’s most precious liquid asset, and yet he also 
ennobled the worthy if elusive pursuit as he remarked, 
“Anyone who can solve the problems of water will be 
worthy of two Nobel Prizes – one for Peace and one 
for Science.” 

Two decades ago Sweden set a global stage to mo-
tivate, recognise and honour exactly that rare combi-
nation of robust scientific inquiry and pragmatic real 
world harmony. 

The origins of this stage grew out of serious dis-
cussions parallel to the more celebratory Stockholm 
Water Festival. The Royal Academy of Sciences and the 
Stockholm Water Company organised a colloquium 
of authorities, and during this initiative established 
the Stockholm International Water Institute (SIWI). 

Swedish and international companies and organisations 
became Founders of the Stockholm Water Prize, a prize 
that honours individuals, institutions or organisations 
whose work contributes broadly to the conservation and 
protection of water resources and to improved health of 
the planet’s inhabitants and ecosystems. His Majesty 
the King of Sweden became its Patron. 

From that point on, each summer for the last two 
decades, the country’s capital hosted what has grown 
into the world’s foremost water conference. A unique 
assembly of thought leaders has embarked on a quest to 
understand, define, clean, share, secure and celebrate 
that extraordinary matrix of life as participants in 
the Stockholm Water Symposium, known for the last 
decade as the World Water Week in Stockholm. 

With time and maturity each Week has steadily 
grown both in stature and inclusiveness, establishing 
itself as a forward-looking platform for cross-fertili-
sation of ideas and best practices. For stakeholders as 
diverse as government officials, environmental activ-
ists, private sector developers, engineers, operators, 
and scientific researchers, Stockholm has cemented 
its role at the crossroads of water management, use, 
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and conservation for sustainable social, environmental 
and economic development.

The World Water Week is hardly the only meeting 
on water. Nor, by design, is it the biggest – organisers 
have had to turn away requests each year – or most 
specialised. To the contrary, only the Week has pro-
vided the neutral forum that engages a diverse group 
of thoughtful and provocative individuals to explore 
the frontiers of water policy, science and decision-
making.

“It is difficult for such an event to always stay at 
the leading edge,” notes WWW veteran Prof. Tony 
Turton of TouchStone Resources “because these things 
tend to become commercialised and institutionalised 
over time. SIWI has done a remarkable job at prevent-
ing this from happening, and of keeping the process 
relevant and focus current.” 

Clearly, a highlight of each Week has been to recog-
nise, reward and honour a global thought leader who 
has succeeded at the forefront of water expertise. As 
is fitting in Sweden, perhaps, the Stockholm Water 
Prize has inevitably been compared to and held up as 
the “Nobel for Water.”

And yet rather than remain exclusive, sequestered, 
lonely at the top, Stockholm Water Prize Laureates 
become part of a boisterous global community of 
leaders spanning geography, disciplines and time. They 
build not only prestige, but also a tradition of robust 
discussion as they engage in the interplay of perspec-
tives between sectors and across generations. 

In 1997 the Week launched the Stockholm Junior 
Water Prize, which has grown into an international 
competition that engages bright young (15-20 years 
of age) students from over 30 countries to encourage 
their continued interest in water, human development 
and the environment. 

Three years later the Stockholm Industry Water 
Award was established to honour and encourage busi-
ness sector contributions to sustainable development in 
the water sector and to recognise innovative corporate 
development by enterprises that help improve the world 
water situation. These prizes, together with the Swedish 
Baltic Sea Water Award and the Water and Sanitation 
Hygiene (WASH) Media Award, celebrate the profes-
sional and intellectual diversity of the Week.

Many Stockholm Water Prize Laureates return in 
subsequent years to exchange their experience and 

learn from their counterparts. In honour of the 20th 
Anniversary, 17 of the previous Laureates will return 
to discuss the future water challenges of the world.

“I first came to Stockholm to accept their generous 
honour as the first non-scientist Laureate,” said Prof. 
Kader Asmal. “I am returning this year as a student of 
water – its magic, its laws, its nature and its potential 
– because there is no better place to learn from the 
wisdom born of experience.”

The leaders often combine two or more field of 
study in their understanding of water: psychology, 
mathematics, history, physics, macroeconomics, or 
constitutional law. This rich dynamic has generated 
new words and phrases that better encapsulate and 
define each emerging water-related issue. 

World Water Week neologisms have ranged from 
hydrocide and hydrohegemony to ecohydrology and 
hydrosolidarity. Water scarcity may be physical or 
economic. In casual conversation Stockholm partici-
pants have spoken knowingly of the critical growing 
importance to nations of blue water, green water, grey 
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water, purple pipe water and above all virtual water.
In the Stockholm tradition, no one has a monopoly 

on the truth. There is always something fresh to learn 
and test and consider, and so, like a confluence of tribu-
taries each gathering of leaders combines to become a 
force more powerful than the mere sum of its individual 
participants. “It is as exhausting and exhilarating as 
a huge, extended family gathering,” said Piers Cross, 
another veteran of the Week. “Stockholm has the recipe 
for building a global water community of practice: a 
pleasant ambience, a culture of excellence, a diversity 
of water voices, different learning mechanisms, a sound 
conference business model, and huge fun.”

The following pages try to convey both the pen-
etrating insights and the optimistic spirit with which 
the World Water Week and the Stockholm Water 
Prize have made an enduring impact on global dis-
course over their first 20 years. In consultation with 
SIWI, Prof. Hubert Savenije from Delft University 
and Prof. Peter Rogers from Harvad University se-
lected the report’s 20 topics as key areas where the 

Week has contributed to a better understanding of 
that particular issue, by both enriching the discussion 
and elevating it onto to the global development and 
conservation agenda. 

Each short chapter tries to distil and highlight the 
ideas and individuals who have shifted debate about 
water decisions from the power corridors of UN as-
semblies to the riverbanks of local villages. Each tells 
the story of a water-oriented topic’s birth, growth and 
growing influence. Taken together, all 20 show why 
busy professionals are so inclined to return, again and 
again, to the World Water Week in Stockholm. 

For it is only here that we reconnect with each 
other on a personal level. Only here can we take part 
in elevated discourse about fundamentals – the basic 
need to combine equity and efficiency, rights and 
responsibilities, scientific authority and democratic 
legitimacy. Only here do we learn to embrace and cel-
ebrate that precious, precarious, and magical resource 
that we share with each other and with every living 
thing on our extraordinary blue-green planet.
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The ancients divided the world into fire, air, earth and 
water. Of those four, the last two elements are proving 
surprisingly difficult to separate from each other. 

Scientists no longer regard rivers as natural water 
canals. They have discovered the full extent to which 
currents are conveyor belts of sediment, transporting 
massive tons of broken down rock and sand and dirt 
and vegetation from throughout the entire watershed. 
In most streams any water-land distinction is just 
about as clear as mud.

Yet all aquatic life has adapted to the level of sus-
pended solids and organic chemicals. Indeed cur-
rents need a certain amount of silt as part of a healthy 
regular diet; if deprived of sediment by a dam, dike 
or diversion, rivers grow ‘hungry’ and eat into down-
stream riverbanks to make up the difference. 

Conversely, we are finding that much of what we 
took to be solid landscape on this planet – and, most 
recently, even the lunar landscape – in reality holds 
quantities of water. 1998 SWP Laureate Prof. Gedeon 
Dagan has shown the complexity of how water seeps 
through the subterranean world. “Changes below the 
ground surface take a long time,” he says, “and that 
means there’s also a long delay effect when it comes 
to halting pollution.”

But the water-land blur may be invisible but grows 
profound as science probes deeper. Groundwater holds 
30 per cent of the earth’s liquid fresh water, a volume 
100 times greater than surface water in rivers, swamps 
and lakes. Moreover, soil moisture has now been rec-
ognised as an incredibly vital resource, dubbed ‘green 
water’ and one that, if managed carefully, may provide 

Part I: The Pathway of Water
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most of the world’s food in the volatile years ahead. 
World Water Week participants thus continue to 

challenge and rewrite the textbooks with which they 
were trained in school. Statements such as “less than 
one per cent of the world’s fresh water (0.007 per cent 
of all water on earth) is readily accessible for direct 
human use” are no longer entirely or precisely true. 

There is much more latitude, once we take into ac-
count the amount of soil moisture, the rising capacity 
to capture rain, or of the technological reach of bore-

holes reaching deeper and deeper below the surface. 
To further complicate the water-land-food nexus, 

scarcity of one drives scarcity of all three. Any decision 
to use one is, de facto, a decision to use the others. And 
if humankind wastes food or uses the landscape with 
careless neglect, it really wastes the most precious and 
volatile of these three essential resources.

In short, World Water Week discussions emphasise 
the intricate pathways in which water is land and land 
is water and ever the twain they meet. 
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As kids we are taught that, by definition, clear water 
has no colour. It streams pure out of taps, refills the 
flush toilet tank as clean fluid, and gushes through 
industrial pipes, garden hoses, hydropower turbines, 
and irrigation canals as transparent as the sky. 

We are also taught that these obvious water uses 
were the only ones that matter. By that logic any drop 
of moisture that trickled into the ground, flowed out to 
sea, evaporated up to the sky or seeped through roots 
of plants was not just colourless, but useless. 

All the uncontrolled water out there was, economi-
cally speaking, “wasted.”

Then a World Water Week discussion shattered 
our childhood assumptions. Participants introduced 
a new conceptual lens that redefined how we see the 
interdependent roles between water, soil, nature, food 
and humankind. In retrospect this novel concept has 
quietly altered conservation and development decisions 
throughout the physical world. Water, it turns out, has 
at least two colours.

Green and Blue: The Two Colours of Clear Water 

SIWI’s Prof. Malin Falkenmark divided all water 
into dual, clearly articulated, and yet mutually rein-
forcing definitions. She described as “blue water” the 
rivers, lakes and aquifers, in other words the liquid 
assets that governments have annually stored behind 
concrete dam walls, diverted into canals, channelled 
through pipes, pumped from aquifers and sprayed or 
dripped through complex irrigation works.

She then defined as “green water” the soil compo-
nent of infiltrated rain – in other words the moisture 
embedded in soil, accessible to the plant roots as a 
fundamental raw material for the photosynthesis. This 
water becomes a vapour flow, returning huge amounts 
of water back to the atmosphere where it may form 
new raindrops. The green water vaporises either after 
evaporating from the moist soil or, alternatively, when 
picked up from the soil by the roots, carrying nutrients 
and minerals for the biomass build up in the plant tis-
sues, and transpired from the leafs when stomata open 
to take in the other raw material, carbon dioxide. 
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The concept of “green water” was groundbreak-
ing because it gave real value to what had long been 
neglected or abused. For decades governments rather 
simplistically pursued ‘new water development’ as 
the only way to improve crop yields, satisfy domestic 
needs, and supply the requirements of energy and 
industry. But this narrow ‘blue water’ mindset over-
looked how most of humanity used water, as well as 
the ways in which most of the world’s freshwater was 
quietly, astonishingly, fruitful.

“Listening to Malin Falkenmark talk about the up-
take of water by plants and how overuse of water in 
agriculture comes in part from ignorance of this basic 
biology made me convinced that it would be possible 
to feed the world, improve agricultural yields, and have 
the water for the other things we need,” recalls Margaret 
Catley-Carlson, former Chair of Global Water Partner-
ship and now with UNSGAB. “It was a very special mo-
ment because it showed the direction we have to move 
– and gave me the belief that this IS a doable task.”

Within a decade green water has become acknowl-
edged as a fundamental natural resource, a liveli-
hood element, and an ecosystem component. True, 
as Falkenmark concedes, it requires “a corresponding 
paradigm shift in conceptual understanding”. But 
once they grasp the concept, people cannot see ‘green 
water’ as worthless. 

Though beyond human reach, green water never 
lay beyond human benefits. To the contrary, it is now 
recognised as essential for food produced by rain. Most 
of the world’s fast-growing rural populations depend 
not on harnessing blue water but rather on making 
productive use of green water in the soil moisture used 
by plants and returned as vapour flow.

That epiphany has huge implications for national 
policy-makers. Today three out of four people depend 
on food grown with ‘green’ water while four decades 
from now only one out of seven people will benefit 
from crops produced by blue water. The concept fo-
cuses how best to integrate blue and green water sys-
tems to reduce food security risks through combined 
irrigated and rainfed agriculture. 

“The concept of green water changed the way water 
resources are conceived,” said Prof. John Anthony 
Allan, the 2008 Stockholm Water Prize Laureate “It 
has spawned a range of exciting intellectual discourses 
that have enabled scientists and many policy-makers 
to see water – big and small – differently.”

The water necessary to produce the food required 
for an expanding human population is still often 
discussed in terms of the 40 per cent of captured 
water. This ignores all the rain-fed food the world 
eats that depend entirely on green water. Falken-
mark refocused the attention of water managers on 
rainfall that is not usually counted in assessing water 
scarcity. Influential decision makers now recognise 
the distinction.

“For our drinking purposes, the 60 per cent of 
rainfall that becomes soil moisture is indeed lost,” 
says former IWMIs Directror General Frank Rijs-
berman now at Google Foundation. “But for plants, 
and for our food, soil moisture is crucial and needs 
to be taken into account – it is renewable. [Malin 
Falkenmark’s] efforts are gaining ground as experts 
increasingly see the key to solving the water crisis 
in tapping the productivity of the green water, not 
just the blue.”

“The concept of green water 
changed the way water resources 
are conceived.”

Prof. John Anthony Allan
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When asked, a typical urban resident may say that his 
freshwater comes from the tap. 

Hearing this answer, managers and engineers smile, 
knowing freshwater comes from a far more complex 
hydraulic infrastructure. They know freshwater comes 
from a system of surface storage dams, groundwater 
pumps, desalination plants, diversions, canals, pipes, 
reservoirs, recycling technology or closed aquifer re-
charge. 

Then during a 1998 World Water Week workshop, 
an unorthodox gathering reaffirmed a simple truth that 
the poorest humans had never forgotten: freshwater 
comes from rain.

Their conclusion proved surprisingly provocative, 
even controversial. Perhaps that was because the source 
of anything valuable raises the question of proprietor-
ship. Even today, reminders of water’s true origins 
stirs a deep and sensitive debate at the heart of every 
nation-state, as thirsty people ask of authority: Who 
owns the clouds? 

Most governments assert control over every snow-
flake, hailstone or raindrop. In lands rich or poor, wet 
or dry, the state typically claims all falling water for the 
greater common good. In parts of the Western USA 
it remains illegal to collect and capture rain without 
a special permit.

The prevailing presumption is that people should 
outsource all water management to governments that 

may waste water through leaky, inefficient, uneconom-
ic, centralised water systems. That system is growing 
precarious, since the problems in much of the world 
are due less to scarcity than inequity.

“In most parts of our world, water is fast becom-
ing the most desperately sought after commodity,” 
says Ms. Sunita Narain, the 2005 SWP Laureate, as 
director of the Center for Science and Environment 
(CSE). “People need to relearn the art and the science 
of managing rainwater harvesting.” 

That subversive idea requires a conceptual leap of 
logic: capturing rain in millions of storage systems – 
in tanks, ponds, rooftops – to recharge groundwater 
reserves for irrigation and drinking water. Still, there 
is no denying what CSE’s rainwater harvesting website 
proclaims: “The supply is in the sky.”

The Stockholm Water Prize and the World Water 
Week were among the first to emphasise the untapped 
potential for rainwater harvesting in rural parts of the 
developing world. Narain credits the Week for showing 
“how the world can reinvent the water management 
paradigm for the future. It brings together practition-
ers and scientists; all enjoined in just one mission how 
to make the world a much more water secure place.”  

This renewed focus on rainwater did not simplify 
complexity or ignore the challenges of managing pre-
cipitation that varies dramatically in space and time. 
Nor was it a lazy attempt to romanticise the lives of 

Sky Supply: The Subversive Idea of Harvesting Rain
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marginalised people in rural parts of the developing 
world. Rather, it was a way of empowering them.

The advantages of rainfall as a resource are that it 
is locally available, egalitarian, and above all, cheap. 
Rain harvesting requires only a collection tool, like a 
tin roof; a storage tank or container; and the exposure 
to sunlight to maintain good quality. 

Research and advocacy have demonstrated that 
localised water management is a cost-effective ap-
proach. More importantly, harvesting and storing 
water where it falls can only be done through com-
munity participation. 

As it shifted global attention back on the need to 
design of more democratic infrastructure and institu-
tions, the Week focused on how to value, direct and 
thus maximise the benefits of each drop where and 
when it landed. 

To earn more crop per drop, farmers could be sub-
sidised to increase the landscape’s permeability, help 
it to slow, spread and trap local rain and runoff in 
ways that would retain and increase soil moisture and 
recharge groundwater.

WWW neither prescribed nor embraced rainwater 
harvesting as a panacea. It may make less economic 

sense to farmers who can afford a larger system, or 
to densely populated cities (although even in India, 
where every monsoon drop counts, rainwater harvest-
ing designs are legally required to win new urban 
construction loans). But if it is not always the answer 
for global thirst, rainwater harvesting has proven, 
over time, an excellent place to start asking the right 
question. 

From that 1998 workshop through the 2005 Water 
Prize to today’s widespread grassroots social move-
ments, rainwater harvesting is gaining ground to be-
come vital policy and practice for resilience in many 
regions of the world. 

If governments empower people with the means, 
authority and sense of ownership, rainwater harvesting 
can turn parched lands into productive lands, reduce 
poverty and increase incomes where it is needed the 
most. 

For that to happen, the old “mindset must give 
way to a paradigm built on participative and local 
management of this critical life source,” says Narain. 
“Water cannot become everybody’s business until 
there are fundamental changes in the ways we do 
business with rain.” 

“In most parts of our world, water 
is fast becoming the most desperately 
sought after commodity. People need 
to relearn the art and the science of 
managing rainwater harvesting.”

Ms. Sunita Narain, 
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Two centuries ago Thomas Malthus gazed through 
incessant British rain and feared society might hit 
the ceiling imposed by land. Humans reproduced 
geometrically; our means of subsistence increased 
arithmetically. At some point hunger would outstrip 
food, leading to a future plagued by famine, hunger, 
and violence.

The Green Revolution seemed to refute his bleak 
hypothesis as intensified cropping, artificial fertiliser 
and high-tech seeds helped increase the land’s bounty. 
For five decades after World War II global food supply 
outpaced populations. Undernourishment shrank into 
remission. The ‘price of food’ appeared to decline.

So, was Malthus wrong? Or was he just blind to 
our truly scarce natural resource?

After the turn of the millennium, a cross section 
of individuals met at the crossroads of Stockholm to 
explore this question in breadth, drawing on both 
hard and soft sciences. 

Dr. David Molden of IWMI “had grown excited 
by the new ideas I first heard at World Water Week, 

and teamed up with Prof. Jan Lundqvist to combine 
scientific research with studies of supply chains and 
consumption patterns. When you look at an issue it 
is never just technical, and always aims higher up to 
the policy arena.”

Unlike land-obsessed Malthus, the team examined 
human needs and food productivity through a lens of 
water. It devoted energy and attention not only on the 
quantifiable outcomes of food production, but more 
especially on the qualitative inputs of the agricultural 
process, start to finish. The result yielded a rich intel-
lectual harvest.

The Green Revolutions’ productivity was threat-
ened by water. Dams had silted up. Irrigation farmers 
had lost allocations to cities, power plants and industry. 
Groundwater tables plunged out of reach of energy-
intensive pumps. Meanwhile, a changing climate was 
melting snowpack, evaporating soil moisture, and 
altering rainfall and runoff patterns. 

In 2008 supplies tightened, due to demand for bio-
fuels, and the world hit the end of cheap food. Grain 

Malthus Revisited: Eating Water More Efficiently with a Fork 
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prices shot up, thrusting the poor back into states 
of undernourishment, leading to riots and military 
interventions. 

World Water Week caught another thing Malthus 
overlooked: waste. While Malthus wrote we “increase 
our means of sustenance arithmetically,” the Week 
discovered that too much of that arithmetic involves 
subtraction. 

We lose water on the front end, as we carelessly 
and excessively irrigate farmland. On the back end 
we then sacrifice even more through sloppy harvest, 
storage, processing, transport, packaging, and – in 
affluent neighbourhoods – throwing away food that 
is perfectly fit for consumption. 

In short, water inefficiency is food inefficiency, 
and vice-versa.

The researchers decided to measure the extent, 
scope, contours and nature of that waste, and in so 
doing managed to re-frame the global food and wa-
ter debate in a simple, profound and elegant way: to 
provide more by wasting less. 

In practice that meant applying novel yet ration-
al approaches. Governments found it expensive to 
construct massive, complex and controversial ‘hard’ 
physical infrastructure – dams, pumps, diversions, 

channels, pipes etc. – that clumsily gathered up and 
poured out water onto the land. But those same lead-
ers could afford ‘soft’ approaches that focused on the 
natural dynamic of raindrops as they landed. 

Perhaps the most startling investigation of waste, 
and the need to reduce losses, came through research 
launched in Stockholm. Research showed how 40-50 
per cent of all nutrition – and water embedded within 
– was destroyed in the increasingly long food chain of 
moving crops out of fields into cities, homes, plates, 
and our mouths.

By closing the gap between the average 4,600 calo-
ries of food in the farm, 2,800 that manages to grace 
our tables and the 2,000 that individuals need to eat 
for a healthy and productive life, nations could achieve 
not only food security, but improve farmers’ incomes, 
meet the growing demand for fibre and biofuels and 
improve environmental resilience. 

Despite his reputation for gloom, Malthus invested 
hope in human reason. He may have delighted that the 
WWW helped find ways to feed the world by reducing 
losses, showing a path to effective use, and cutting 
waste. By more efficient use of the drops embedded in 
crops moving along the global food chain, we discover 
ways sustain humankind from “field to fork.” 

Dr. David Molden, IWMI.
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When he first assumed office, Nelson Mandela’s Water 
Minister thought “conjunctive use of groundwater” 
may involve treatment of a contagious eye disease. But 
Prof. Kader Asmal, SWP Laureate 2000, learned fast 
from World Water Week veterans. South Africa faced 
a predicament: how to get more water to more people 
without taking it from nature or current users. 

His advisors suggested a pilot involving “efficient 
catchment management to increase blue water runoff 
10-15 per cent; the trick was to reduce the water lost 
by transpiration from thirsty trees.” Asmal had no 
idea what they meant. So they boiled it down to “the 
labour-intensive clearing of invading aliens.” He seized 
this opportunity – jobs, growth, secure new flows – 
and Working for Water was born. 

Fast-forward a decade. At the confluence of the 
Blyde and Treur Rivers, Doctor Mashego steps off a 
cliff and quietly rappels down a rope. Mashego has a 
license to kill, and he’s good at it. His government has 
trained, equipped and paid him to seek and destroy 
foreign infiltrators that threaten national security. 

For years his ruthless enemy has slipped across 
borders and silently infiltrated eight per cent of the 
country. New cells would replicate overnight…unless 
Mashego kills them first. 

Mashego works both literally and figuratively on 
the cutting edge of water security. Yet he is employed 
by the world’s largest public water works programme, 
Working For Water, which pays 17,000 men and wom-
en usd 11 a day to focus on the landscape. Armed with 
machetes, poison and chain saws, they root out 198 
alien invasive species: gum trees, pine, and in this case 
Acacia mearnsii, a.k.a. black wattle, a.k.a. a weed.

Weeds rarely appear in national security debates. 
But scaled up decisions of what grows where can de-
termine life or death of all species, including our own. 
We know all plant life depends on water. World Water 
Week showed how water depends on plant life.

For starters, land use affects water vapour since 
vegetation literally consumes infiltrated rain. WWW 
participants began to introduce studies that estimated 
how 40 per cent of all rainfall is ‘recycled’ moisture 
that has evaporated from the land; in China that 
figure may be as high as 80 per cent. So land use 

may change the local micro-climate and downwind 
landscapes deprived of rain. Large-scale deforestation 
in the Amazon River basin thus has implications for 
the adjacent Rio de la Plata. 

At a smaller scale, WWW researchers showed how 
land use changes in watersheds often reduce infiltra-
tion and sub-surface storage, and cause erosion, higher 
peak flows and lower base flows. Weeds afflict agricul-
tural output within farms, but they also afflict natural 
resources outside those fences, especially upstream.

South Africa was among the first to adapt its poli-
cies and investment strategies accordingly. From de-
liberate planting or accidental spread, invasive plant 
species annually consume 3.3 billion litres, or seven per 
cent of South Africa’s water resources. Worse, they are 
the country’s fastest-growing water users…until cut 
down by a sharp blade.

That blade is the tangible expression of progressive 
ideas advanced by men such as Prof. Peter S. Eagleson, 
SWP Laureate 1997, who harnessed Darwinian ecology 
and mathematics to expose how limitation of water in 
the soil controls vegetation patterns, and vice-versa. 

“We need to get away from a view of hydrology as a 
purely physical science,” he says, stressing the complex 
plant-land-water nexus for climate models and local 
policy. We can’t credibly do “long-term forecasting of 
both the availability and the hazardousness of water” 
he concludes, “until we can successfully describe the 
behaviour of a tree.” 

Mashego lacks Eagleson’s academic credentials, 
but knows wattle has no natural predators or parasites 
and thus holds a massive Darwinian advantage. Until 
nature abhors this ‘vacuum,’ he must do so, striving 
to describe that tree’s behaviour.

Think of a plant’s evapo-transpiration system along 
the lines of human sweat, breath and urine. Natives 
adapt, with small leaves, shallow roots, and lie dor-
mant during the long dry season. By contrast, aliens 
make native landscapes adapt to their thirst. A wattle 
drinks 300 litres per day, exponentially more water 
than the two-dozen litres of a slow-growing native 
species it replaces. 

That is also ten times more water than Doctor 
Mashego’s family may consume each day in their home 

Thirsty Landscape: On the Cutting Edge of Water Security 
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50 kilometres downstream. That scarce water that 
won’t reach them if this wattle remains. No wonder 
he’s risking his life in order to kill invasive weeds; it’s 
a matter of self-defence.

Weeds grow back. The fight continues. But every 
few weeks come signs of ‘miraculous’ rebirth of dead 
springs that had been dormant for 60 years. 

Looking back, Asmal is “humbled to remember my 
debt” to SIWI and World Water Week. Ten years ago 
experts gathered to honour his success in South Africa 
in transforming water science into policy and law. “But 
the truth is these experts had gathered influence over the 
previous decade to shape the currents of thought that 
made our achievements possible in the first place.” 

“We can’t credibly do long-term 
forecasting of both the availability 
and the hazardousness of water” 
until we can successfully describe 
the behaviour of a tree.” 

Prof. Peter S. Eagleson
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Poets admire how the calm surface of a pond mirrors 
the clouds and sky up above. 

Prof. Rodríguez-Iturbe, SWP Laureate 2002, 
found a more accurate reflection of gritty reality in 
the turbulent waters that hammer down, seep in and 
meander through our landscape below. “When I dis-
tinguish the drainage network of a river from an air-
plane seat,” he says, “or when a dry spell seems to go 
on in time longer than anyone expects, I ask myself, 
‘Why?’ ‘What is behind all this?’ ” 

The answer lies often within water itself. A tiny 
sample of runoff provides a unique aquatic fingerprint 
– a physical, chemical, and biological profile of what 
occurs upstream. It’s never pure. It’s rarely pretty. But 
it is always and endlessly fascinating.

Though the literally ‘groundbreaking’ work of geo-
morphologists and eco-hydrologists, World Water 
Week participants have begun to unlock the secrets 

of how water and nature combine into a rich, dy-
namic and complex soup. From iron rust and rock 
salt to fertiliser and antifreeze solution, water picks 
up everything soluble and reacts chemically with its 
surroundings along freshwater pathways. 

Indeed, water is only a fraction of the stuff mak-
ing its way down a stream, along with sediment, air, 
organic and chemical substances. What’s more, water’s 
composition is subject to constant change. The first 
World Water Week explored ways to “minimise harm-
ful fluxes from land to water” and identified the scale, 
tendencies, and future projection of water pollution.

It turns out runoff does not harmlessly slide over a 
surface. Fresh water is in fact a unique and chemically 
aggressive solvent. It blasts through the landscape, 
then adheres to and absorbs microscopic fragments 
of mineral and organic matter that have the power 
to kill. 

Water’s Matrix: The Dilution of Pollution Calls  
for New Solutions
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The death brought in, of, and by water triggers a 
vicious cycle that undermines poverty alleviation and 
development in the poorest slums and rural landscapes 
of the world. WWW discussions on these dangers 
came to a head and resulted in a stark warning for 
the growing risks faced by the majority of humankind 
living downstream from water’s dangerous wasted 
after-use, or what SIWI Prof. Jan Lundqvist coined 
as “hydrocide.” 

To avoid that fate, Stockholm has become the fo-
rum where science informs global policy, where truth 
speaks to power. 

Prof. John Matthews of WWF seized the opportu-
nity to emphasise the complex dangers and potential to 
avoid strife when he was the designated NGO respond-
ing to a six-minister panel. “I remember becoming 
very ... angry,” he said, recalling how the discussion 
was kept too neat and abstract. Discussions excluded 

talk of nutrient loads, chemicals, salt, or sediment. 
Instead, “water was a legal construct, removed from 
life and the daily struggle for cooking and cleaning 
and nature, maudlin, raw, and red in tooth, hand, and 
claw. No open sewers were in sight. No algal blooms. 
No bloated freshwater dolphins or hydro plants over-
seeing dead, dry rivers.”

Grasping this new and startling reality has impli-
cations for governance, for it suggests the limits of 
regulatory law enforcement alone. In the past state 
agencies could halt direct or “point source” pollution 
by plugging factory leaks, capping effluent pipes or 
requiring wastewater treatment of blue water. 

But today’s threat is the indirect, “non-point source” 
pollution with infinite sources. Some risks pool in 
parking lots or gutters as urban stormwater runoff; 
elsewhere agricultural chemicals drain back to a river 
or aquifer from irrigation farms dusted with fertilisers 
and insecticides. 

These dispersed contaminants are the responsibil-
ity of everyone and, thus, no one. Though invisible to 
the eye and inoffensive to the nose, they are far from 
benign to human and aquatic health of inhabitants 
living downstream. Whenever it rains, they are picked 
up by the falling water and gather into a problem for 
anyone, rich or poor.

“It is essential to be able to control the whole catch-
ment area of a river system, including the use of soils,” 
comments 1994 SWP Laureate Dr. Takeshi Kubo. 
“Whatever chemicals or fertilisers you use to increase 
yields in agriculture, sooner or later they will end up 
in a river. There is no way you can deal with land and 
water in isolation from each other.”

To that end, WWW has identified the principal 
governance failures, distinguished pollutant catego-
ries, and highlighted abatement methods that work. 
Most of these call for early interventions, and more 
transparency to avoid chemicals, toxins and hormone 
mimicking substances before they are released.

In the past there was so much fresh water to throw 
at the waste that government could meet needs with 
top-down policies. Back then officials could prescribe, in 
seriousness, how “the solution to pollution is dilution.” 

Today, as water grows scarce, the reverse is true. 
Water picks up pollution diluted in its substance, 
putting all at risk. It calls for new solutions, rising 
up from below. 

“Whatever chemicals or fertilisers 
you use to increase yields in agri-
culture, sooner or later they will 
end up in a river. There is no way 
you can deal with land and water 
in isolation from each other.”

Dr. Takeshi Kubo
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For ancient civilizations, ‘water management’ and 
‘governance’ were synonymous. 

Witness the Egyptians, whose Nilometers tracked 
the rise and fall of seasonal currents in order to de-
termine the taxes and investments on which their 
pharaohs rule would rise or fall. Or consider how 
Romans aqueducts organ ised unruly people with 
ordered water, and whose Latin root rivalis – two who 
share a stream – gives rise to both ‘river’ and ‘rival’. 
A world away, Chinese dynasties precisely marked 
the high points of rivers; the Mandarin character for 
‘water’ bears a striking resemblance to the character 
for ‘rule.’

Today most countries around the world are still 
grappling with the interdependence of water security 
and political stability. But they are learning fast. Their 
foremost lesson is that the water crisis is primarily a 
crisis of governance; water insecurity is a reflection 

of failed water institutions or the lack of policies to 
guide them.

Tired of the gloom and doom about scarcity and 
conflict, optimists now remark, “There is enough clean 
water for all; we must simply improve our job of man-
aging it efficiently.” 

That is a true enough statement, perhaps, but rather 
unhelpful. It is easy to say “manage water better”; but 
that’s like telling an athlete “manage the ball better.” 

“Like all water meetings (and water papers and 
water presentations),” said Margaret Catley-Carlson, 
the Week “could increase effectiveness by insisting the 
participants think and discuss on much less WHAT 
and a lot more HOW. We spend a lot of time repeat-
ing the ‘what must be done’ to each other. So, why 
isn’t it and what can be done about it? After all, this 
is something used every day by everyone. Maybe our 
premises are wrong?” 

Part II: Water Governance
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Indeed, the issues worth exploring involve not just 
how to manage, but who is responsible, and why in-
dividuals or institutions are motivated to act in the 
first place. 

Prof. Tony Allan notes the alarmist vs. optimist 
paradox underlying this challenge: “Water pessimists 
are wrong but their pessimism is a very useful politi-
cal tool” because it can shift debate toward needed 
reforms. “The water optimists are right but their op-
timism is dangerous,” because they let leaders keep 
water inequitable and inefficient. 

In the status quo, free or cheap water remains eco-
nomically worthless. This devaluation leads to nega-
tive externalities of waste, corruption, pollution and 
conflict. But if all life depends on water, how can one 
individual, agency, or leader determine water’s most 
equitable ‘price?’ Who can demand how much from 
what use? 

That larger thorny paradox of water’s true value 
baffled eminent political thinkers from Galileo and 
Adam Smith to Benjamin Franklin and Alexander 
Hamilton. So World Water Week participants should 
feel unashamed at failing to come up with an easy 
conclusion. But if the Week falls short of deriving a 
simple answer, they have excelled at redefining the 
complex questions. 

Rather than pretend there is no corruption in wa-
ter development, participants took the lead in show-
ing how transparency – exposing water projects and 
budgets to competitive review and sunlight of outside 
scrutiny – can bring both social equity and economic 
efficiency in resource use. 

Hydro-hegemony was revealed as a zero-sum game 
in which even the more powerful state or upstream in-

terest would lose ground over the long term, and how all 
parties would benefit from win-win hydrosolidarity. 

The Week soothed the growing standoff between 
“hard” infrastructure advocates and “soft” govern-
ance institutions by showing that one cannot endure 
without the other in a symbiotic balance.

Still others had the wisdom and grace to step back 
from careers devoted to view life through a watery lens. 
These men and women recogn ise that other sectors 
and academic disciplines – health, energy, trade, law, 
agriculture, ecology – may be obsessed with their own 
perspective; they see water as a secondary factor, at 
best. Rather than insist on integrating their worldview 
through water, perhaps it is time to link water security 
into these other priorities.

Participants found that one can no more install 
‘good governance of water resources’ than one can ‘ex-
port democracy.’ Water governance evolves uniquely in 
each country, at different levels, depending on culture. 
It requires healthy interaction among politics, laws, 
regulations, institutions, civil society, water service 
producers and providers, and the consumer-voter. 

An equitable and durable culture is based on defin-
ing who has ownership rights and responsibilities over 
water. That means broadening the discussion beyond 
hydrologists and technocrats to become part of a wider 
discourse, a hydro-democracy. 

“My professional background is in the teaching 
and practice of laws by which we govern people and 
institutions,” said Prof. Kader Asmal. “Yet World 
Water Week reminds us – especially those of us who 
live in a hot and arid land – how human lives are 
often ruled and governed by the absence of or access 
to secure fresh water.”

“Water pessimists are wrong but their pessimism is a very 
useful political tool” because it can shift debate toward 
needed reforms. “The water optimists are right but their 
optimism is dangerous,” because they let leaders keep water 
inequitable and inefficient. 

Prof. John Anthony Allan
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In a non-competitive bid, a fast-growing thirsty city 
quietly awards its lucrative municipal water contract to 
a private company owned by…the nation’s vice-pres-
ident and treasury secretary. The absolute monopoly 
cuts corners at every opportunity. It buys influence 
and soon operates as a law unto itself. 

Is this Lagos, Jakarta, Bogotá? Hardly. It unfolded 
at the heart of New York City, circa 1798, led by 
US ‘founding fathers’ Aaron Burr and Alexander 
Hamilton.

The ability to grant or withhold access to and con-
trol of water has been among the oldest forms of raw 
power. Power corrupts. And corruption has a long and 
storied pedigree in water. 

Los Angeles was born decades ago in a smoke filled 
back room of graft and fraud, when public water bonds 
diverted public currents to private landowners in a 
speculative frenzy. Corruption in the water sector 
has been a root cause and catalyst for the global water 
crisis. It occurs where too much depends on too few. 
It thrives on shadows and silence. 

Unfortunately, in most water development circles, 
corruption was a taboo topic. “Corruption’s impact 
on water is a fundamental governance problem,” said 
Transparency International’s Huguette Labelle, “yet it 
is not sufficiently addressed in the many global policy 
initiatives for environmental sustainability, develop-
ment, and food and energy security.” 

It was deemed too sensitive. Or too petty. There was 
a kind of collective hush, ostensibly to avoid causing of-
fence. World Water Week helped break the silence. 

One catalyst came in 1999 when the director of 
the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority was 
found to have accepted bribes. The scandal was initially 
dismissed as a local “typically African” story. But at 
the Week many noted the hypocrisy. 

Piers Cross had launched his career in water and 
sanitation as a volunteer in Lesotho and knew firsthand 
the consequences of corruption on development and 
poverty reduction. Corruption added 30 per cent to 
basic tasks like connecting a household to a water 
network. He also knew that it took two to tango: the 

Corruption: In Murky Stagnant Pools, Sunlight Disinfects
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one who solicits or accepts a bribe, and the one who 
pays it in return for favourable contracts. 

By the summer of 2004, when Acres International 
was banned from contracts for three years for its 
complicit role in the Lesotho case, 
Stockholm decided to put corrup-
tion squarely on the water develop-
ment agenda. The Week organised 
the first High-level Panel to address 
the root and nature of the problem. 
Participants shared their experiences 
– some even admitted having been 
on one end of the transaction – in a 
spirited discussion that brought many earlier hidden 
truths into the light of day.

For every years since then the Week has steadily 
elevated the level of honesty about the nature and 
contours of who, how, where, and why corruption 
flourishes in the shadows of power within the water 
sector – and what can be done about it. 

The Week’s next step was to quantify the negative 
impacts. Participants began to add up the money being 
diverted from national budgets to improve water and 
sanitation supply, sub-standard work, misallocation, 
pollution and over-exploitation of water resources. To 
achieve the United Nations Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs) for water and sanitation alone, corrup-
tion inflates overall costs by usd 48 billion.

Why is water a corruption magnet? “Water is a 
technically complex sector with a multitude of ac-
tors,” explains SIWIs Håkan Tropp. “This leaves water 

governance dispersed across administrative and politi-
cal boundaries and different agencies which makes 
effective regulation and oversight more difficult and 
can open up for many loopholes to exploit. The sector 

is also capital intensive with heavy 
investments in technically and ad-
ministratively complex infrastruc-
ture projects.” 

The combination of high stakes, 
complex transactions, low trans-
parency and minimal accountabil-
ity provide an effective breeding 
ground for graft. As the scholar 

Robert Klitgaard put it in his formula: “Corruption 
= Authority + Monopoly – Transparency.”

But the converse may also prove true. To slow, 
stop and even roll back corruption the Week exposed 
authority and monopoly to sunlight. In an effort to 
aggressively attack the murky pools where corruption 
might thrive, SIWI helped establish the landmark 
international Water Integrity Network (WIN). 

In just five years WIN has grown to 1,200 mem-
bers worldwide, and under its influence an increasing 
number of the world’s government agencies, develop-
ment banks, NGOs and multinational businesses are 
now making it a top priority to eliminate corruption 
in the water sector.

Due in large part to the Week, a trickle of reform 
has become a powerful current, moving corruption 
from silent shadowy backwaters to the noisy bright 
rapids of mainstream development. 

High level panel on corruption in the water sector 2004.

“Corruption’s impact on water 
is a fundamental governance 
problem, yet it is not sufficiently 
addressed in the many global pol-
icy initiatives for environmental 
sustainability, development, and 
food and energy security.” 

Huguette Labelle
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Back in 1998, idealistic young World Water Week pro-
fessionals scolded their seniors as hypocritical “hydro-
egotists.” Sure, they said, you all talk eloquently of 
sharing. But inevitably each strand of the water sector 
– agriculture, energy, industry, ecology and cities – re-
gards the others as hostile rivals, and demands exclusive 
water, locked in a zero-sum, I-win-you-lose game. 

Prof. Malin Falkenmark conceded the point. Then 
she tried valiantly to define an alternative, where 
parties negotiate water via ethics, equity and, well…
“hydrosolidarity.”

It stuck. Hydrosolidarity became a topic discussed 
at the following year’s Week, along with its antithesis, 
“hydro-hegemony.” Both grew in influence because 
they were so fungible. Each works at different scales, 
from a dozen borehole users to transboundary rivers 
shared by billions in two countries.

Fast-forward to the summer of 2010. Pakistan is squar-
ing off against its eastern neighbour. Only this time, 
rather than demand the liberation of Indian-held Kash-
mir, it demands liberation of Indian-held currents. 

On the tributaries of the Indus River India has 
launched several hydropower dam projects to fuel its 
energy-starved economy. The water would then con-
tinue its route, but only after passing through Indian-

controlled turbines. The ability to open or close those 
gates led the downstream side of the border to accuse 
India of “water theft” and, in the inflammatory words 
of an influential Muslim cleric, “water terrorism.”

In few places have the stakes ever been higher, 
or more volatile. New research by Mapplecroft, a 
corporate intelligence firm, ranks Pakistan number 
7 (extreme) and India number 13 (high) out of 165 
countries in a Water Security Risk Index. 

In previous decades the two countries have fought 
each other in three major wars. Since then, both have 
developed nuclear arms. Today, each succumbs to 
water stress due to exploding populations, wasteful 
irrigation practices and climate change that causes 
less reliable runoff each year. Water scarcity, combined 
with hydropower dam development, threatens to erode 
an already fragile peace.

Prof. Manuel Ramon Llamas of FMB Water Ob-
servatory in Spain likes Falkenmarks’ terms for fram-
ing debate, but is sceptical from 60 years of water 
war rhetoric. “The water issues are all hype in certain 
cases,” he says. “We need to be realistic in looking at 
the solution and the problem.”

Consider the problem. Tilting toward hydro-he-
gemony, Pakistan launched military exercises near 

Hydrosolidarity: Turning Upstream Rivals into  
Downstream Allies
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the border while India dug in deeper on its right to 
development. Hardliners on both sides of the border 
say the water dispute will escalate into war.

But hydrosolidarity stands on a 50-year-old inter-
national law that has held up remarkably well over 
time. The Indus Waters Treaty was signed by India 
and Pakistan in 1960, and is overseen by a joint com-
mission. It gives each country unfettered access to 
three rivers, limited rights to other nation’s rivers, and 
secures a majority of the use for Pakistan. 

What forces tip the geopolitical scales between 
hydro-hegemony and hydrosolidarity? Past WWW 
participants say the keys to cooperation are trust, 
talks and trade. 

Trust has suffered setbacks. Pakistan says its upstream 
neighbour has avoided “candidness and transparency” 
about its plans, while India counters that there have been 
no details in Pakistan’s complaints of so-called “water 
robbery.” John Briscoe, former World Bank specialist 
in the region, has said he found no evidence India was 
violating the 1960 Treaty, but given water’s “visceral” 
nature for vulnerable downstream parties, he urged 
India to build trust through talks and a neutral party. 

Talks are key. In Stockholm meetings, Tony Turton 
has long argued that once parties sit down and agree on 
factual details of their conflicting interests – basically 
a technical issue involving the quantifiable pulse of 
flows – conflict gives rise to negotiation. For example, 

India agrees to coordinate dam releases in sync with 
Pakistan’s weeks of peak irrigation.

Spreading out water’s economic benefits through a 
broader commercial ‘problemshed’ helps immensely, 
explains Tony Allan. “Trade unlocks the most effec-
tive, invisible and durable forms of negotiation,” he 
said. “Exchanges in water-related products such as 
grain (virtual water) as part of a global food security 
strategy is one type of hydrosolidarity.”

By recognising win-win opportunities, Pakistan 
and India may resolve this dispute between them. 
Ironically, hydrosolidarity faces more volatile threats 
within borders. 

As you move down the scale, says Allan, water alloca-
tions are vulnerable to pressure from “hydro-hegemons” 
with political influence. Powerful interests may bring 
expensive transfers from water abundant to a water-short 
regions, or subsidies for a favoured few at the expense of 
the marginal ised majority – including nature. 

The more inclusive the management decisions, the 
more equitable the outcome. Catchment hydrosoli-
darity is neither simple nor easy, since it requires an 
ethically supported, delicately balanced orchestration 
of seemingly incompatible land, water and ecosystem 
related activities. 

From the local to international levels, hydrosolidar-
ity may only seem more trouble than it is worth…until 
one considers the inhumane alternative.

“Trade unlocks the most effective, invis-
ible and durable forms of negotiation”.

Prof. John Anthony Allan
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Ned Breslin, CEO of Water for People, had worked in 
water long enough to know how hydro-philanthropy 
works. First come images, he says. A glossy brochure, 
a news article, perhaps a YouTube video with stir-
ring music: “Pictures of village women, mostly girls, 
collecting water from the river or a dirty scoop hole, 
coupled with stories of sickness and extreme distances 
travelled to collect poisonous water galvanize jus-
tifiable concern,” explains Breslin. “We are rightly 
outraged at this global injustice! A project is needed, 
and fast. We raise funds, choose a water technology to 
solve a targeted community’s problem and commence 
construction.”

That intense focus on water technology breeds 
controversy. Fierce debates rage over whether human 
thirst calls most urgently for World Bank-financed 
“megadams” or scaled down “appropriate” technology, 
such as the PlayPump. 

But as Breslin and others at World Water Week have 
argued, the warring camps may be missing the real 
point. Scale isn’t the issue: without good institutions, 
hand pumps break down while dams silt up. Both 
waste billions of dollars and erode local trust.

Rather than a tactical choice of competing out-

comes – large vs. small infrastructure – development 
requires a strategic use of symbiotic inputs: ‘hardware’ 
and ‘software.’

For a century governments and development banks 
invested two trillion dollars in public funds in 49,000 
dams larger than a four-storey building. They lay 
large diameters pipelines and installed millions of 
boreholes, pumps and toilets. The more ambitious 
pushed currents backwards, uphill, diverted one river 
into another, and built factories to remove salt from the 
sea. Some pumped fossil aquifers 500 meters deep and 
then channelled the new water into artificial streams 
to grow wheat in the desert. 

Dr. Peter Gleick of the Pacific Institute character-
ised this heroic age of hydraulic engineering as the 
‘hard path’ to water security. “These facilities brought 
tremendous benefits to billions of people,” he said. 
“But they also had serious and often unanticipated 
social, economical, and ecological costs.” 

As costs mounted, priorities gave way to an alter-
native but complementary approach. This ‘soft path’ 
pursued social equity and economic efficiency. It saw 
water scarcity as due less to shortage of supply than ex-
cess of demand. It favoured community-scale systems, 

Hard and Soft: Strategic Symbiosis  
for Water’s Durable Development
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decentralised open decision-making, water markets 
and equitable pricing.

A major conceptual leap from hard to soft ap-
proaches came as World Water Week participants 
revealed aquatic ecosystems as highly complex, socially 
effective and economically efficient forms of “natu-
ral water infrastructure.” Snowbanks, glaciers and 
groundwater store water for free, but had no institu-
tions to value them. Wetlands filter pollution cheaper 
than any plant. Floodplains and forests could absorb 
storm surges better than dikes and levees. Rivers and 
aquifers have collected, transported and delivered 
water since time immemorial. The soft path showed 
how these should be regarded as civic assets, not simply 
left alone for the sake of other species but protected 
for the self-interest of our own.

Hard and soft approaches are symbiotic, but their 
disciplines may compete for stature and funds. For 
decades, civil engineers, chemists, and hydrologists en-
joyed prestige for boosting supply. Today, economists, 
lawyers, software developers, sociologists and even 
behavioural psychologists play a more prominent role 
in reducing demand, determining value, and making 
the most effective use of all types of water. 

A “chicken-and-egg” question arises over what 
comes first: pumps and pipes to produce water or in-
stitutions to measure, trade, or value the usage within 
them. As egos are challenged, hard and soft sciences 
may clash. But the Week helps turn this energy into 
creative friction that binds the two approaches together 
in the same individual; after all, one SWP Laure-
ate is a chemist who advocates incentives, another is 
a lawyer who approved the southern Hemisphere’s 
largest dam.

Over time parties tend to find that problems related 
to, say, eutrophication and hazardous substances, re-
quire both ‘hard’ technical solutions and ‘soft’ legal 
arrangements. Breslin suspects that the dominance 
of technocratic approaches will “fade as engineering 
takes its rightful place in support of software-driven 
institutional programs. “ 

Looking back, the link is obvious. The most elegant 
and durable aquatic masterpieces include the Pont-du-
Gard’s binding Roman laws with Roman arches, or the 
ancient Incan aqueducts that linked natural infrastruc-
ture with carved stones and social uses, or the Balinese 
water temples that fuse the natural law of gravity with 
the most elegant expression of hydrosolidarity.

“These facilities brought tremen-
dous benefits to billions of people, 
but they also had serious and often 
unanticipated social, economical, 
and ecological costs.” 

Dr. Peter Gleick

Photo: Jonas Kjellstrand
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The father of economics was confounded by water’s 
worth. “Nothing is more useful than water,” wrote 
Adam Smith, yet water bought nothing in exchange 
at the market. 

At almost the same time, Tom Paine warned that 
“What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly; it 
is dearness only that gives everything its value.” 

Two centuries later the debate rages on. At World 
Water Week, Prof. Peter Rogers from Harvard Uni-
versity, raised both points in describing the paradoxical 
economics of pricing in water systems. Even as water 
grows scarce it is wasted because it has no value. And 
with the best of intentions, subsidies may depreciate 
water by keeping it artificially cheap or free. 

Rogers was brave to raise the issue. Precious water 
is priceless, say many: “a gift from God” that no one 
should have to pay for. Politics splinters over this very 
divide. 

In Stockholm, Rogers’ talk stuck a nerve. “It opened 
a whole window in my mind about the fact that water 
systems and structures around the world rarely have a 
sound economic and financial base,” recalled Margaret 
Catley-Carlson, who was at that time Chair of the 
Global Water Partnership.

She grew angry, reflecting on the topic, “because 
studies showed the poor are prepared to, and do in 
fact, pay more for water the middle class connected to 
systems.” Yet “it has so rarely proved possible to put 
together that willingness to pay with the construction 
of systems that will meet their needs.” 

With no check on demand, supplies grow precari-
ous. At current growth rates, by 2030 humans will 
require 40 per cent more water than the planet can 
supply. The shortfall will escalate food prices, disrupt 
energy, constrict trade and destabilise society. 

But as thirst goes global, curbing demand remains 
a challenge. To close our 40 per cent “water gap,” 
economists urge “aggressive” and “cost-effective” ways 
to “increase efficiency.” The OECD and World Bank 
call for a global price hike on water. Governments 
would win big if they eliminate wasteful water subsi-
dies here, impose new water tariffs there. 

Such logic is impeccable. It is also a recipe for swift 
political suicide. Just try to wean Yemeni qat dealers, 

India rice growers, Spanish orange orchards, or Ari-
zona cotton farmers off their cheap or free supplies of 
subsidised water. 

Demand response instruments are deceptively sim-
ple – boost prices, demand falls, supplies increase – un-
less elected officials are held accountable for the result. 
Then it gets complicated. In the midst of a global reces-
sion, unemployed families rarely vote for candidates 
who promise to raise everyone’s food, fuel or water 
utility bills.

Worse, for agricultural, industrial, commercial and 
residential water agencies, demand management works 
against in their own interests. They depend on custom-
ers to buy more water in order to collect more revenues 
needed to cover the rising fixed costs of supplying it. 
If too many end users reduce demand too sharply, 
the effect would be to starve the water agencies of the 
funds needed to keep operating. 

Stockholm participants suggest one reason behind 
these demand-side distortions is that water is uniquely 
a government-run rent-controlled monopoly. Monopo-
lies were designed and evolved in comparatively small, 
simple and stable societies. 

But as populations boom, climate changes, econo-
mies diversify and rivers dry up, these dated systems 
can’t keep up. Instead they prohibit choice and com-
petition. Most resort to rations. Perversely, water waste 
boosts revenues while efficiency causes debt. 

Awareness is growing, yet irony remains. Conserva-
tion efficiencies that reduce demand are by far the least 
painful and most affordable tools to increase supply. 
But there is no political will to implement them, and 
there are many incentives not to. 

“Ideally utilities should not make any distinction 
between rich and poor,” said 2006 SWP Laureate Prof. 
Asit K. Biswas “The moment you subsidise, people 
don’t use water prudently.”

At the World Water Week it has been discussed 
that governments go beyond the bare minimum of 
cost recovery. To slow or even reverse water scarcity, 
participants have begun to experiment with bargain-
ing techniques that assign property rights over value 
and the creation of markets where these rights can be 
bought, traded and leased. 

Demand Response: The Paradox of Value in Water Efficiency
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Economic formulas now try to determine rela-
tive marginal value of all natural resources through 
mathematical computations; some involve the abstract 
exchange of, say, abundant diamonds for scarce water. 
And these may serve just fine on paper. 

But in a few decades a third of the world will lack any 
water or diamonds to exchange, period. For these hot, 
thirsty, crowded and dynamic societies, and for the liv-
ing ecosystems they depend on, water will paradoxically 
remain, in both meanings of the word, “priceless.”

“Nothing is more useful 
than water”.

Adam Smith
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Long before nation-states, water flowed to the sea. 
Like a castle moat, these timeless rivers and lakes 
formed natural defensive barriers wherever govern-
ments protected land as the coveted territorial natural 
resource, and the waters evolved into a country’s fixed 
borders. 

Over time the watery border became a precious 
liquid asset to nations rising on both banks of the 
same stream. Today a third of humankind demands 
water from 263 rivers that cross borders of 145 nations. 
In transboundary river basins two billion people up-
stream, downstream or across the stream compete for 
survival over one current.

Against this geopolitical backdrop, prominent 
leaders at the end of the Cold War – from the US 
Central Intelligence Agency to the British Ministry 
of Defence – began to warn against the growing risk 
of international “water wars.”

The media devoured the alliterative phrase, and 
duly reported whenever a politician from Egypt, Su-
dan, Jordan, Pakistan, India, Turkey or Iraq, threat-
ened to take arms to defend his nation’s lifeblood. 
Even Al Gore and Mikhail Gorbachev echoed World 
Bank vice president Ismail Serageldin who told us 

not to worry about oil because “the wars of the next 
century will be over water.”

At the World Water Week, cooler heads prevailed. 
First Aaron Wolf from Oregon State University in-
troduced a comprehensive multi-year study from the 
University of Oregon. His team of researchers scoured 
the last five thousand years and conclusively found 
no evidence to support any classic conflagrations: 
“War over water seems neither strategically rational, 
hydrologically effective, nor economically viable.” 
Amplifying these findings, 2000 SWP Laureate Kader 
Asmal argued “water is a catalyst for peace.”

By 2006 experts and academics meeting in Stock-
holm at the WWW were dismissing bellicose predic-
tions as “unrealistic and far-fetched.” That year’s SWP 
Laureate Prof. Asit K. Biswas of the Mexico-based 
Third World Centre for Water Management called 
the notion of water wars “baloney.” He added: “it is 
absolute nonsense because this is not going to happen 
– at least not during the next 100 years." 

But conflict made good headlines, so the 10- to 
20-year-old arguments get recycled despite evidence 
to the contrary. As WWW participants observed, 
hawkish alarmists ignore research showing that water-

Transnational Waters: Sharing and 
Trading Thirst across Borders 
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scarce neighbouring states tend to find cooperative 
solutions rather than engage in violent conflict over 
rivers between them. During the Palestinian-Israeli 
“intifada” the only thing on which the two warring 
parties cooperated was their shared waters.

Over the last 50 years, from the Danube to the 
Indus to the Jordan and the Colorado, instances of 
cooperation between riparian nations outnumbered 
conflicts by more than two to one.

Why? The best answer combines political self-
interest with classical economics. For ruling parties, 
war is both risky and expensive; river management is 
safe and relatively cheap. Because water is so important 
and valuable, nations can hardly afford to fight over it; 
they instead choose to approach transboundary water 
in invisible painless ways that fuel interdependence.

Early legal negotiations over the conflicting uses of 
water in transboundary river basins focused on sharing 
the physical quantities of the water under dispute. An 
upstream country would notify downstream neigh-
bours of planned diversion. Or two countries agreed 
where the middle of the river lay. Or a treaty by three 
countries divided a river current in thirds, based on 
rainfall and runoff. 

More sophisticated agreements shift priorities from 
carving up currents toward trading the unique, reward-
ing and high value goods and services that various parts 
of rivers most efficiently produce. The Week has helped 
advance and disseminate these lessons, most recently in 
last year’s special focus on transboundary waters.

Tensions may linger along some riparians. Along 
the Nile, Colorado, Mekong, Tigris or Euphrates, 
some upstream countries seek to temporarily delay or 
permanently divert waters that downstream nations 
believe rightfully belong to them. Yet the transbound-
ary stress of shared rivers appears to be largely a reflec-
tion of trade restrictions that prohibit commerce across 
borders within the same basin.

Instead of fighting over transboundary waters, ripar-
ian nations may share the benefits each derives from 
respective use. Exchanges in water-derived resources – 
irrigated crops, hydropower, fisheries, energy, tourism 
revenue, transport, and industrial productivity – could 
bring neighbouring countries closer together. 

Trade within a basin can forge trust over the co-man-
agement of its waters, strengthening the commercial 
bonds so necessary for a positive and durable peace.

“War over water seems neither 
strategically rational, hydrologi-
cally effective, nor economically 
viable.” 

Aaron Wolf
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A decade ago Dr. Robert Bos came to World Water 
Week from the UN World Health Organization, and 
saw water through his sector’s prism. Water resources 
needed to be managed to improve the physical vitality 
of a country’s population.

Others begged to differ. Water must be restored 
to ecosystems. No, diverted to cities. No, used in 
transport. No, transformed into food. No, harnessed 
for energy. 

So when Margaret Catley-Carlson spoke about 
“bridging the divides,” her remarks had a profound im-
pact. Bos distinctly remembers how “she painted a com-
prehensive picture of policy, strategy, institutional and 
programme issues related to integrated water resources 
management – a true blueprint for the future.”

IWRM went viral. Bos and others left Stockholm 
confident that water must form the basis of coordi-
nated efforts in every development, management and 
conservation decision. The Week continues to refine 
the concept’s form, function, value and reach. IWRM 
now ranks with ‘sustainable development,’ ‘community 
buy-in’ or ‘gender equity’ as a universally endorsed 
priority with broad support in the water sector. 

Yet the early rapid growth has hit a wall. And the 
Week is trying to help overcome it.

To be sure, IWRM has succeeded within the water 
sector. At the level of any development project, the 
planners, financiers and administrators now take into 
account both land and water resource management to 
increase efficiency and productivity at the least cost to 

people or the local ecosystem. IWRM has thus linked 
government development objectives with social and 
ecological considerations.

Where IWRM has faltered is between sectors. 
Governments – those in developed and developing 
countries alike – have largely failed to use water to 
coordinate, much less integrate, their various economic 
sectors or oversight agencies. Consider:
•	 Groundwater	is	pumped	round	the	clock	from	

ever-greater depths with little or no attention to 
the prohibitive energy costs of doing so. 

•	 An	irrigation	dam	built	in	tropical	zones	to	improve	
local health and nutrition may inadvertently pro-
vide a breeding ground for bilharzias and malaria, 
costing that dam’s operators an extra usd 10 million 
to treat. 

•	 Urban	desalination	plants	are	constructed	with	no	
long-term means of paying for themselves, putting 
a new burden on taxpayers and energy sources.

•	 Vast	housing	projects	tracts	are	subsidised,	each	
equipped with 15-litre flush toilets in landscapes 
with little rain and even less runoff.

•	 Countries	send	delegates	to	Copenhagen	to	address	
climate change, but they inexplicably delete water 
from their negotiating text.

In short, when it comes to IWRM the other sectors 
still just don’t seem to ‘get it.’ 

Agriculture, mining, housing, health, trade, tour-
ism and energy rarely work in concert with water 

IWRM: Who Bridges What for Which Purposes and How? 
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resource departments, and their policies have huge 
impacts on flows. “Today,” said Manuel Ramon Lla-
mas, “many or most of the decisions affecting water 
are made ‘out of the box,’ beyond the control of con-
ventional water authorities.” 

Self-segregation runs across all levels. City, state 
and federal officials may ignore each 
other in water allocations; similar 
infighting takes place within the 
UN family. In strong states, the re-
sult is waste; in weak states it breeds 
violence or collapse.

Why hasn’t the world embraced 
IWRM when its need feels so urgent 
and obvious? 

One explanation is economic. It’s not that water is 
so precious that sectors hoard it. Rather, water is so 
worthless that few define, defend or exchange it. When 
governments hold absolute monopolies over a free 
resource, there is little incentive for clear trade-offs.

There’s also lack of authority and capacity: who 
and how can anyone single-handedly integrate water 
resources management? Still, a key IWRM principle 
holds that “water has an economic value in all its com-
peting uses and should be recognised as an economic 
good”. To that end the Week suggests markets – if 

carefully, equitably, and transparently regulated – may 
shift decisions toward efficient water resource use. 
Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’ may integrate sectors 
around water where governments fail to do so. 

The final explanation may require an almost Co-
pernican shift. Water managers in Stockholm embrace 

IWRM because it reinforces our 
shared prejudice: the Earth orbits 
water. “The water community has 
a terrible reputation for talking to 
itself,” observes Mark Smith, head 
of the water programme at IUCN, 
“and usually in terms of how impor-
tant water and its community are to 

everyone and everything else.” 
To be sure, water is, in fact, cross-cutting. Nothing 

can live without water. But the danger of any echo 
chamber is that it distorts values. The Week has begun 
to break out of its silo. Smith suggests that within the 
week “there should be ‘sector days’ in which the show 
is handed to others for a day and the ‘water world’ 
listens to others for a change.”

It is a delightfully provocative idea: water revolving 
around “Integrated (Energy/Food/Health/Mineral/
Biodiversity) Resource Management” as a new centre 
of gravity.

“Today, many or most of the 
decisions affecting water are 
made ‘out of the box,’ beyond 
the control of conventional wa-
ter authorities.” 

Manuel Ramon Llamas

Dr. Robert Bos, WHO. Ms. Margaret Catley-Carlson, UNSGAB.Ph
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At World Water Week, Aaron Wolf convincingly 
documented that despite all the rhetoric, classic in-
ternational ‘water wars’ have not materialised. SWP 
Laureates Kader Asmal and Asit K. Biswas argued 
persuasively that they never will. 

Yet all three agree that within state borders water 
scarcity remains horrifically lethal. 

Population growth, drought, waste, pollution, dis-
placement, climate change, and rapid urban isation 
combine with poor sanitation to quietly kill – one 
casualty every fifteen seconds – more than all noisy 
wars. The tragedy is that this mortality is emphatically 
preventable. And yet in many parts of the world, water 
security keeps rapidly declining.

One consequence of scarcity is violence from the 
household to tribal levels. Research presented at the 

Week showed that regardless of whether a country was 
strong or weak, as rains failed and water grew scarce, 
conflicts rose. Dozens of Kenyan farmers and herders 
hacked one another in skirmishes over a desiccating 
creek. Elsewhere, millions of ‘drought refugees’ surge 
across borders, chasing rain that refuses to fall.

But no place is immune. Analysts suggest water 
insecurity as a catalyst behind both terrorism and gen-
ocide. Farmers bombed pipelines that dried up their 
California river. Idaho fishermen blew up a dam that 
blocked spawning salmon. Chinese farmers clashed 
with police in bloody riots over plans to divert irriga-
tion water to industry. A Bolivian was shot dead in the 
face during peaceful protests over water access. 

In the ongoing genocide of Darfur more than 
200,000 people have died. Millions more have fled. 

Water Insecurity: An Avoidable Death Every 15 Seconds 
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UN Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon warned about 
“the event that touched it off – drought. A shortage 
of life’s vital resource. We can change the names in 
this sad story. Somalia. Chad. Israel. The occupied 
Palestinian territories. Nigeria. Sri Lanka. Haiti. Co-
lombia. Kazakhstan. All are places where shortages 
of water contribute to poverty, cause social hardship, 
impede development and create tensions. Too often, 
where we need water we find guns.”

Those cases represent the visible side of water secu-
rity. Each year, in the unreported corners of the world 
dirty water and poor sanitation kill at least 1.8 million 
children; it digs roughly 5,000 undersised and early 
graves. Diarrhoea is more lethal than HIV/AIDS	and 
malaria and wars put together.

Worse, experts concede that all forms of lethal 
incidents from water security may escalate unless 
rights are more clearly defined in law and protected 
in governance. 

Since 1996, World Water Weeks have sought ways 
to ensure water security, especially in regions with the 
fewest resources to tackle the crisis. On this issue in 
particular, “WWW has become a crucible of global 
dialogue in the management of water,” said Tony 
Turton. “This is not trivial given that by 2025 1.8 bil-
lion people will be living under conditions of absolute 
water scarcity, and two-thirds of the global population 
will be living under conditions of water stress.”

What matters gets measured. So veterans like Tur-
ton find it significant “that these very metrics of water 
security are based on work by Malin Falkenmark, 
who in turn is the very foundation of the WWW. 
WWW has played a major role in establishing the 
global foundation to thinking about this stark future, 
but has also developed these metrics against which 
progress (or not) can be measured.”

Water security is becoming a powerful galvaniz-
ing force because it unites the imperatives of climate 
change adaptation, equitable access, judicious manage-
ment, health and development. 

“I have a final dream that every one of the world’s 
citizens will live in a water secure world within my 
lifetime,” said Asit K. Biswas. “This is not an impos-
sible dream but an achievable dream. If we fail, as 
Shakespeare has said in Julius Caesar ‘The fault, dear 
Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves that we 
are underlings.’”
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Most healthy children sleep soundly while visions of 
puppies, flowers or sugarplums dance in their heads. 
But a few of them dream about raw sewage. These ones 
grow up to win the Stockholm Water Prize.

Sound implausible? Consider how Dr. Takeshi 
Kubo’s, SWP Laureate 1994, takes pride in how a 
Tokyo sidewalk near his home has been paved with 
reddish bricks made from dried wastewater sludge.

Then there’s Prof. Perry L. McCarty SWP Laureate 
2007, who openly confesses his unabashed fascination 
with the inner workings of septic tanks.

Dr. Rita R. Colwell, SWP Laureate 2010, spent 
years in hot pursuit of the agents of cholera, tracking 
their journey from human excrement to zooplank-
ton in reservoirs to see how these pathogens could 
survive.

Among India’s untouchable or scheduled castes, Dr. 
Bindeshwater Pahak, SWP Laureate 2009, analysed 

the predicament of scavengers transporting faeces in 
baskets on their heads, even as monsoon rains melted 
the waste down over their faces and bodies.

Prof Peter A. Wilderer, SWP Laureate 2003, de-
voted his energies to rethinking the flow of human 
waste away from the Western model of large-scale 
sewerage solutions toward decentralised, cost-effective 
distributed wastewater treatment and reuse of water. 

Prof. Takashi Asano, SWP Laureate 2001, literally 
wrote the book on more effectively using wastewater 
as well as the efficient treatment and productive dis-
posal of sewage.

First at WaterAid (on whose behalf he accepted 
the SWP in 1995) and now at the WSSCC, Jon Lane 
continues to explore the challenges and intricacies 
of using less fresh water in sanitation and more fresh 
water in hygiene. “The award of the Stockholm Wa-
ter Prize to people associated with sanitation helps 

Part III: Sustainable Sanitation
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give our subject prominence because it is such a 
respected prize.”

Of course, it is not excrement itself that animates 
these men and women. What keeps them awake is 
the impact of microscopic organisms that inhabit 
human waste. It is the hundreds of parasitic worm 
species – some growing up to three feet long. It is the 
silent bacteria that spreads water-related diseases and 
diarrhoea that kill a child every 15 second seconds. 

They know it matters less whether 2.2 billion or 2.5 
billion lack sanitation and whether 1.7 or 2.1 billion 
die as a result. All these casualties are preventable. A 
parent’s grief knows no bounds. One needless death 
is far too many. 

Above all, they are driven by the recognition that 
most sanitation projects are not sustainable. To that 
end, participants focus on equally sobering numbers: 
30-60 percent of new facilities in the developing world 

– typically highly subsidised wells and latrine con-
struction – will fail. When a third of all handpumps or 
toilets in Africa fail, the impact is worse than the usd 
1.2 billion in wasted investment, or lost opportunities. 
It leaves behind a vacuum of trust – of outsiders or a 
community itself. 

Participants explore promising approaches that 
could finally break the cycle. The enduring ones 
monitor outcomes instead of just adding up initial 
beneficiaries as a measure of total impact. In any case, 
statistics are static. They lack context.

One of the opportunities in Stockholm is to see 
both the big picture and the minute details of why 
some places are falling behind. World Water Week 
looks beyond numbers toward underlying systemic 
failures. It investigates the social motivations or psy-
chology of individuals. And it challenge key assump-
tions of development. 

Is waste in fact waste or is it, in reality, a hidden 
asset? Are communities the best managers? What 
comes first, sanitation software or hardware? Why 
do consumer luxuries evolve while basic necessities 
do not? 

These questions are hardly academic. Four lives hang 
in the balance every minute they go unanswered. 

The more one delves into the sludge, septic tanks 
and raw sewage of the world around us, the more one 
discovers how complex and fascinating this sector 
becomes. 

The stakes could not be higher. But pivotal break-
throughs are emerging apace. There is a palpable 
sense, among those in the field, that sanitation has 
begun coming into its own as a highly respected 
discipline that need not prevent a war to save in-
nocent lives. 

With 2,400 participants from 135 countries, jour-
nalist Thalif Deen argues that “World Water Week 
has continued to upstage the UN by providing an 
international platform to focus on the critical short-
age of water and the lack of adequate sanitation – and 
their collective impact on rising food prices, poverty 
eradication, the spread of diarrhoeal diseases and en-
vironmental sustainability.” 

Stockholm has no plans to host “World Sanitation 
Week,” but each year it will continue to find new ways 
to more closely integrate sanitation into the world of 
water. 
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Plenty of celebrities and dignitaries embrace clean water. 
They lend their famous faces, abundant funds, eloquent 
words and influential voices to the worthy need for clean 
water, and the 1.1 billion deprived of access to it.

Yet while water attracts a thousand parents, sanita-
tion too often remains an orphan. 

Water receives billions in aid; sanitation gets 
whatever is left over. That imbalance is lethal. As a 
consequence of neglect the world may meet the Mil-
lennium Development Goal for water, but is likely to 
fall short – and in Africa is falling behind – on the 
MDG sanitation target. 

World Water Week has tried to elevate both as 
equal relatives. After all, every other hospital bed on 
earth is occupied by a patient suffering from diseases 
caused by inadequate access to safe drinking water, 
sanitation and hygiene. In terms of potential lives 
saved, sanitation should have more charisma. 

“The root of the problem,” explains Barbara Evans, 
independent consultant, “is that sanitation is not a rec-
ognisable 'sector' in the same way that water, education 
or health are.” As Evans points out, you can see, feel, hear 
and taste water. By contrast, sanitation – silent, abstract 
and invisible – is for many difficult even to define.

At a basic level sanitation combines toilets, treat-
ment and behavioural technique. When we say 2.5 
billion are denied improved sanitation – we define 
a failed outcome as a facility that ensures hygienic 
separation of human excreta from human contact. 

To catalyse water, sanitation and hygiene the Week 
leverages innovation and incentives. For example, in 
2003 SWP Laureate Peter A. Wilderer urged par-
ticipants: “Think of your cell phone and, now, think 
about toilets.” Today, more people have access to cell 
phones than access to a toilet. Why is that? Why did 
one evolve while the other has, well, stagnated? 

Wilderer’s provocative challenge goes beyond 
luxury vs. necessity. One is privately marketed with 
price signals, the other is provided with subsidies. 
One is customised with user-adapted software and 
hardware options, the other distributed via a rigid 
one-size-fits-all. The first is an asset to unlock our 
potential, the second confronts our most deadly hu-
man liability.

Whether in telecommunications or sanitation, bar-
riers to progress are never technological or financial, 
warned Wilderer; they are social and political and 
institutional.

Eco-Sanitation: From Lethal Liabilities to Liquid Assets

Dr. Bindeshwater Pahak, Stockholm 
Water Prize Laureate 2009.
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The Week was among the earliest and most promi-
nent global forums to dissent from and challenge 
conventional assumptions. It tried to turn sanitation 
into a valued asset.

Participants showed how, where and why the old 
way – top-down, centralised, long-distance flushing 
and dilution, sewerage, bulk treatment through aera-
tion and disposal – was obsolete. Supply-side sanitation 
must give way to bottom-up demand.

This shift is taking place fastest in densely-populated 
urban slums. There the lack of working infrastructure 
led by necessity to decentralised, cost-effective, low-
maintenance, and small-scale solutions. People had to 
treat and reuse wastewater on site. Costs meant reduction 
of essential water, energy and human ‘waste’ resources. 
Where that response took place, a radical transformation 
emerged: a process of ecological sanitation. 

Dr. Bindeshwar Pathak has been on the leading 
edge of cost-effective and culturally appropriate toilets 
and treatment systems to replace the unsanitary bucket 
latrines. These range from twin pit, pour-flush system 
to pay-per-use toilet and bath facilities. 

Low-cost is a hallmark of the shift to ecological 
sanitation. The demand-driven approach can save 
time, water, and money in regions that have none of 
these resources to spare. Some even turn waste into 
productive and even profitable energy – boosting odds 
that ecological sanitation may provide remote power 
for…a cell phone.

No single “ecological sanitation” model can or 
should be imposed. That is the point. If we empower 
choices from below by offering a menu of options, 
people can decide which technology best suits their 
situation and food, energy and water security needs. 

Ecological sanitation is a fast-evolving field. It re-
quires personal and cultural grassroots input into new 
systems design that are appropriate. Ironically it is the 
most stable source of job security, but has long been 
held in check by lack of competition and incentives 
to evolve. If unleashed, eco-sanitation could drive 
industrial innovations with far-reaching opportunities 
for small businesses and employment world-wide.

Perhaps sanitation will never have enough sex appeal 
to attract famous celebrities from Europe and America 
to its worthy cause. Then again, if 2.5 billion people are 
empowered to quietly develop their own customised 
sanitation models, no celebrities will be needed.

“The root of the problem is that 
sanitation is not a recognisable 
‘sector’ in the same way that wa-
ter, education or health are.” 

Barbara Evans
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The Stockholm International Fairs in Älvsjö are 
secure, wired, spacious, clean, well organised, and 
conveniently located near mass transit. Best of all is 
the sewage.

Every time a World Water Week participant ducks 
into a toilet to answer nature’s call, he or she helps endow 
the world with phosphate-based fertiliser. Our essential 
organic nutrients – better known as bodily urine and 
faecal waste – go swirling down flush toilets where they 
go on to serve society in another reincarnation.

The potential added value of human waste is hardly 
a matter for mirth. The recent food-price unrest – in-
cluding riots, suffering, and deaths – was in part due 
to global shortages and escalating prices of fertiliser. 
And fertiliser – whether for houseplants or commercial 
crops – essentially breaks down to three finite elements: 
nitrogen, potassium and especially: phosphorous. 

National security analysts have long warned about 
the danger of “peak oil” – the maximum point of 
petroleum extraction, after which production enters 
terminal decline. In Stockholm, animated discussions 
focus on a related crisis: “peak nutrients.” While less 
familiar than oil, “peak phosphorous” is arguably the 
more urgent and vulnerable risk. 

More than 90 per cent of global supply is locked 
up in just five countries, making supply more geopo-
litically concentrated than oil. Phosphorous has been 
crucial to higher food yields, generating more crop 
per drop. And while oil has alternatives, hunger due 
to the lack of cheap phosphorous could trigger global 
tensions and domestic famines.

Studies introduced at the Week showed phospho-
rous mines are running out, degrading, forced to dig at 
ever deeper depths to extract fewer rocks. Scientists say 
there will be insufficient supplies to meet agricultural 
demand within 30 to 40 years. 

That’s not inevitable, however. For two decades 
before he became the 2001 SWP Laureate, Takashi 
Asano led both theoretical research and practical ap-
plication in wastewater reclamation, recycling and 
reuse. His research helped raised awareness of the 
problem and his pragmatic work laid the foundations 
for potential solutions.

Ironically, one catalyst for advancing discussions in 
Stockholm was initially the problem of too much nutri-
ents, not too little. The arena was salt water, not fresh. 
And the problem on fisheries, not farms. But participants 
at the Week quickly linked both sides of the equation.

Recycling Nutrients: From Peak Oil to Peak Phosphorous
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Markus Meier of the Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute helped raise awareness. With 
limited exchange with oceans, he explained, the Baltic 
Sea is in effect like a self-contained lake. “Everything 
that is released into the Baltic Sea will stay there for 
a long time – about 30 years. That makes the system 
sensitive to pollution and eutrophication” from excess 
nutrients in runoff.

Following work coming out of World Water Week, 
Sweden and other countries treated wastewater, im-
proved agricultural methods, and established protected 
wetlands. This stabilised the increase of nutrients into 
the Baltic.

Meanwhile, other participants argued that finite 
organic chemicals now viewed as human and agricul-
tural ‘waste’ could not only be reduced, but also reused 
and recycled as valuable investments in ‘productive 
sanitation.’ 

“After ten years, the call for nutrient recycling 
is indeed starting to come true,” said Prof. Malin 
Falkenmark. “This represents an opportunity of global 
significance in a time of rising peak oil, of rising costs 
of fertilisers, and of dwindling phosphorous-mineral 
sources.”

Distaste for discussing – much less managing – 
human “waste” endures in much of the developed 
world. And composting toilets have all too often been 
relegated to the status of a “poor man’s toilet.” Yet 
World Water Week has taken steps to reverse that 
perception, both in words and in events.

Initially, Dr. Håkan Jönsson from the Swedish Uni-
versity of Agricultural Sciences, invited participants to 
his private home, where they applied urine which is 
collected by a urine diversion toilet to different crops in 
the garden. It was a small early step in an affluent and 
water-rich country. But his audience was influential, 
coming from key positions around the world. 

And by recycling nutrients and avoiding wastewa-
ter, the work embraced the words of SWP Laureates 
from Takeshi Kubo (1994) to Peter Wilderer (2003), 
who warned: “human societies have to remain adaptive 
in order to be able to survive. When the surroundings 
are changing, the society must be able to respond 
positively to those changes, or it will die out.”

Recycling nutrients is fast becoming as important 
for a sewage works as protecting the receiving waters. 
Whether through a paradigm shift of adjusting life-
styles to simple diversion toilets or complex technology 
of urban sewage recycling, World Water Week has 
embraced those who practice what they preach. 

Participants found ways to turn a disposable prob-
lem into a durable solution, reduce local demand pres-
sure on dwindling global supply, and demonstrate 
adaptive development that can be easily replicated 
around the world.

Indeed, scaled up by six billion people, such simple 
acts dramatically reduce the need for mining new sup-
plies or for petroleum-based fertilisers, helping push 
peak oil and peak phosphorous that much further 
into the future. 
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In nature, all waste soon becomes food – providing 
energy for life. In cities, all food soon becomes waste. 
World Water Week has tried to bring both living 
systems closer and more efficiently together.

If our collective bowels were regulated as an in-
dustrial waste stream, humanity may rank among 
the world’s polluters of toxic effluent. Mercifully, no 
laws ‘cap’ our intestinal waste factory. But all human 
waste must go somewhere, and in densely populated 
cities enormous quantities end up deposited in the 
wrong places. 

At issue was how to turn these organic liabilities 
– including phosphorous, urea and methane – into 
an asset? 

Dr. Colin Chartes, Director-General of IWMI, 
decided to tackle this formidable challenge as host of 
a session exploring waste as a resource. Society often 
shuns waste as a ‘dirty’ matter, not discussed in polite 
company. But with millions of lives at risk, Chartes 
and his colleagues could not imagine a more critical 

public issue, and set aside etiquette and glamour. 
The unadorned reality was that during the course 

of each Week, the participants alone generated roughly 
16,000 litres of urine and 3,000 kilograms of faecal 
matter – a minute fraction of all the excrement released 
daily into the wider world. 

Affluence creates more complex effluents. And waste 
takes many forms. Even before digesting as urine and 
faeces, US citizens discard 28 billion pounds of food 
uneaten.

It gets worse. Participants at the Week said that even 
while nations ignore the potential benefits of nutrients 
and biogas that could come from this food – either 
discarded or digested – some plan to grow and burn 
even more crops as biofuel before grains ever can reach 
the markets or mouths of six billion humans. 

Roughly 100 litres of pure ethanol requires 200 kg 
of maize, enough calories to feed a person for a year. 
Sunita Narain, head of the Centre for Science and 
Environment in India described biofuels as "good as 

Humanure and Biogas: Waste Not, Want Not
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an idea, bad in practice” and that it was "asinine" to 
believe that the world can keep consuming as much 
biofuel as it does fossil fuel today.

World Water Week participants agreed that the 
most obvious target for waste as a resource is water 
itself. Once treated, wastewater can irrigate, recharge 
groundwater or maintain ecological flows. The other 
hidden asset is sewage sludge, which contains or-
ganic matter, nutrients, micro-elements and valuable 
‘humus’ necessary for agriculture. The third asset 
is energy. With increasing pressure on conventional 
power sources, alternative energy sources are attracting 
increasing interest – but only if that energy has first 
gone through markets and digestive tracks. 

For models, participants need not look far. The 
Stockholm waste water plant of Bromma turns 10,000 
tons of dry sewage sludge a year into 1.5 million cu-
bic meters of biogas, cheaper than petrol. Even more 
‘waste’, once it has been digested, gets used to fertilise 
and improve soil.

But turning waste into a resource need not require 
high capital investments said Dr. Bindeshwar Pathak. 
In the rural developing world usd 20 home-made 
urine-diversion pedestal can separate our two forms 
of excreta. No stink. No risk of bacteria kept alive 
with waterborne sewerage that leaks. These models 
divide urine into harmless ammonia and feces into 
organic “humanure”. 

Other affordable technologies, convert waste from 
Sulabh Shauchalaya toilets into biogas for heating, 
cooking, and generating electricity. Indeed, 2007 SWP 
Laureate Prof. Perry L. McCarty has been one of the 
strongest advocates for extracting biogas from sludge, 
using his “friends” the bacteria.

The nature-urban gap keeps growing due largely to 
the conceptual barrier of what is best known among 
technical scientists as “the ick factor.” That mindset 
sees waste purely as something dark and stinky to be 
swept off far away – with drinking water. 

But Many Africans and Asians lack secure sup-
plies of clean drinking water. They lack basic sanita-
tion. They lack fertiliser, food, and fuel. To secure all 
these goods they are embrace dry sanitation and other 
affordable yet elegant solutions that capture waste. 
Ironically, it is consultants, engineers and lending 
institutions who push quintessentially Western tech-
nology – flush toilets, waterborne transport sanitation 

and sewerage – into thirsty slums and rural parts of the 
world that lack even a communal tap to share.

In trying to address the planned and the unplanned 
drivers of wastewater irrigation, i.e. scarcity and pol-
lution,” said Pay Drechsel, an IWMI theme leader for 
water quality, health and environment. “World Water 
Week has over the years become our priority venue for 
global exchange and collaboration in the increasingly 
important agriculture – sanitation interface.”

It may be that the potential biogas energy from 
faeces and the humanure from dry sanitation will 
replace waterborne ‘disposal’ pipes and sewers only 
after the worth of waste is recognised by the devel-
oped world. To that end, the Week has tried to turn 
our prejudices and assumptions inside out. It seeks to 
reverse the flow and find new and hidden value in the 
sewage system’s asset stream.
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Prof. Perry L. McCarty, Stockholm 
Water Prize Laureate 2007.
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Some see the water crisis as a problem caused by oth-
ers – confined to poor people in the developing world, 
over there. Others think water can be managed in 
isolation – conserved or allocated by a single agency 
at the local, state, or national level. 

In truth we are all complicit and utterly interde-
pendent on of water use. To appreciate this, consider 
the unintended global consequences of domestic poli-
cies embraced by Europe and the United States. 

In those developed countries climate change and 
wars in the Middle East brought green doves and 
brown hawks together in a political alliance to wean 
their economies off fossil fuel imports. To do so they 

had to replace foreign oil with a substitute form of 
domestic energy. Since Europe and the US export 
grain crops, the obvious candidate was biofuels: the 
distilled caloric content of agricultural produce in a 
liquid best known as ethanol.

The logic of turning crops into fuel felt clear; it al-
most seemed a panacea. And the policy push was simple: 
nations would subsidise biofuels to speed up its adoption 
by the world’s economy. The excitement even led the 
usually cautious and sober IPCCC to urge the world to 
replace 40 per cent of all energy with biofuels.

From 2001 to 2008 annual world ethanol produc-
tion grew tenfold from 31 to 376 billion litres. Within 

Part IV: Inter-sectoral Linkages
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two decades global demand could rise to 3.2 million 
barrels per day. Yet this glorious solution has one catch: 
biofuels are prodigiously thirsty.

One litre of ethanol requires anywhere from 1,000 
to 4,000 litres of water. If policies and subsidies con-
tinue to speed the conversion, it would require between 
one fifth and the entire supply of water currently used 
in world agriculture today.

Where would all that additional water come from? 
What happens to the price of maize when affluent 
nations burn nutritious food to power their industrial 
way of life? Will the depletion of water to grow biofuels 
actually increase our vulnerability, since water buffers 
the anticipated shocks of climate change?

These questions complicate just one dimension 
of the water-food-energy-health- climate nexus, and 

dramatically illustrate the need for inter-sectoral 
linkages.

“There is a need to get water out of the box,” said 
Peter Paul Van De Wijs of the WBCSD, “and yet the 
water community is still very much talking to itself. 
But the cost of water needs to become part of a much 
broader set of players. Not just in government, an 
economic and social impact, and these parties you 
don’t see engaged in the debate.”

Over the years, World Water Week increasingly has 
been trying to achieve more diversity when it comes 
to	representation	in	the	water	discussions.	Variety	
of voices is both needed and welcomed. Yes, we can 
contribute to other sectors; more importantly, cross-
fertilisation with other disciplines shows us how and 
where we can grow.

Photo: Oliver Delgado
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For a group of experts devoted to careful use of pre-
cious natural resources, it is richly ironic to discover 
that, during the course of a single breakfast the aver-
age World Water Week participant consumes one 
thousand litres of water. 

Your Corn Flakes and milk, sprinkled with sugar? 
1,100 litres. Your eggs, toast and bacon strips? 1,700 
litres. How about a banana, yogurt and cup of coffee? 
470 litres. 

To be sure, Stockholm’s breakfast tables are not 
overflowing. But they would be if our vision could 
absorb all the water that it took to grow the corn, 
dairy cow, chicken feed, whole grain wheat, pig slop, 
fruit and coffee grounds.

In their defence, the participants have tried to do 
exactly that. They have over the last decade tried to 
honour, present, debate and define tools that quan-
tify and clarify the ebb and flow of water around 
the world. To explain this reality the WWW helped 
introduce and disseminate a simple new paradigm: 
‘virtual water.’ 

Virtual	water	seems	an	oxymoron,	like	dry	mois-
ture. Fittingly, it came from trying to describe an event 
that didn’t happen. In the early 1990s, Tony Allan 
– who in 2008 would receive the Stockholm Water 
Prize for his efforts – coined and developed the term 
as a way of explaining the absence of war; he showed 
how trade could resolve most water problems facing 
the Middle East and North Africa. 

Despite a growing water deficit among 300 million 
in the regions, neighbors dispute every issue except 
water. The reason Allan gave for this happy state of 
affairs was the substantial volume of water embedded 
in water-intensive commodities such as grain. 

As a rule of thumb it takes 1,000 tonnes of water 
to produce a tonne of wheat. Conversely, whenever an 
economy imports a tonne of wheat it is in effect “im-
porting” 1,000 tonnes of water. By the 1990s, the regions 
were annually importing the equivalent of 40 billion 
tonnes of water – a fifth of the region's annual use. 

“Engineers could not contemplate moving so much 
water,” said Allan, “but those involved in the interna-

Virtual Water:  
Eat Local, Drink Global
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tional grain trade take the challenge in their stride.” 
Worldwide, the clear "water, food and trade nexus" 
is of major strategic significance to grain-importing 
economies in arid and semi-arid regions. 

Once grasped, the concept of virtual water turns 
many assumptions on their head. It had long been 
a truism that all water management decisions were 
local. This is no longer the case. Trade in virtual wa-
ter exposed the wider ‘problemshed’ of virtual water 
pressures and demands. 

Rather than spend 90 percent of our time on 10 
percent of the water, says Manuel Ramon Llamas, “it 
is time to pay more attention to the direct or indirect 
impact of globalisation on water governance, regula-
tion of food trade, and environmental ethics.” 

Our Stockholm breakfast menu has repercussions 
in water-stressed distant lands. For a beverage, you 
may drink water that grew Ethiopian coffee; Chinese 
tea; Burkina Faso mangoes; or Israeli oranges. A Coke 
may be sweetened with high fructose syrup from corn 
grown in Mexico or sugar cane grown in Haiti. 

The Week shaped thinking, research – and action. 
Arriving in Stockholm as a grad student, Dutch scien-
tist Prof. Arjen Hoekstra was thrilled by these debates 
and their implications. He later added up virtual water 
to help countries calibrate the extent of their global 
water footprint: Japan for example imports 15 times 
more virtual water than it exports; Italy imports 13 

trillion gallons more virtual water than it exports. 
Armed with this data, governments can decide 

where, how, why, or whether to adjust domestic or 
foreign policies. Each American daily consumes 6,800 
litres of virtual water, more than three times that of 
a Chinese person. Rainy Europe imports subsidised 
beef from semi-arid Botswana. Officials can weigh 
the export value of a crop against its impact on lo-
cal water supplies, then charge accordingly to better 
reflect water’s value. 

To help with those decisions, WWW has examined 
how a water-deficit driven import of cereals and inten-
sifying water stress in the semi-arid tropics suggests a 
major switch in global food trade. It also promoted the 
Water Footprint Network that looks at the entire water 
impact from consumption of a certain good over its 
entire production chain – establishing a benchmarking 
tool for the comparison of alternative products.

In recent years, the virtual water concept has gone 
mainstream. Newspapers and magazines include it in 
discussions of hunger. Businesses advertise not only 
their carbon footprint, but also their water footprint. 

As robust discussions carry on, virtual water will 
continue to be refined in the place where it took root. 
“What has remained all these years in Stockholm,” 
Hoekstra remarked, looking back, “is the valuable 
combination of different disciplines and the link be-
tween science and policy.” 
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Is there any private enterprise that does not depend 
entirely on fresh water? 

The obvious brand names come to mind. Nestle, 
Coca Cola, Pepsi, or Perrier together sell billions of 
dollars in bottled drinking water. Multinational com-
panies – RWE,	Veolia,	Suez,	and	Bechtel	–	manage	
vast private water services. Farmers and agribusinesses 
use 70 per cent of all water withdrawals, while the 
world’s extractive industries annually suck out 200 
trillion gallons of water from aquifers and streams. 

But the question isn’t about scale, where ‘small is 
beautiful.’ Look harder, and closer at local hairstyling, 
newspapers, bike repair, real estate, transport, florists, 
construction, bar, restaurant laundry and tourism 
shops with one or two employees. 

Without water, all cease to exist. Not only would 
the dehydrated labour collapse, but also the manufac-
turing processes would dry up if deprived of reliable, 
clean water.

Even so called post-industrial or virtual Web 2.0 
-based IT firms require 3,400 gallons to manufacture 
each microchip, plus orders of magnitude more water 
to produce and cool the energy required for storing 
data in remote Internet server farms.

Over the years World Water Week has plunged 
into the economic, financial, sociological and po-
litical aspects of private sector involvement in – and 
dependence on – fresh water. To be sure, these are two 
different issues: a local launderette may depend utterly 
on water yet have little control over its management. 

But the interdependence of water and business has 
become a critical issue and hot topic. In 2009 Björn 
Stigson, president of the World Business Council 
for Sustainable Development, singled out the water 
embedded in the supply chain, to argue that as fresh 
water grows scarce and supplies less certain, the source 
of and dependence on water will increasingly affect 
private sector risks and opportunities. “Business can-
not succeed,” he warned, “in a society that fails.” 

This focus on the integrity of operations goes be-
yond ‘corporate social responsibility’ (CSR) cases of 
protecting water ‘for the environment’ or ‘for people 
as charity.’ Water is fast becoming the ultimate bot-
tom line. 

To reduce water risks, certain panels during the 
Week compare the structures of urban public-private 
partnerships for water services that may fail or succeed 
in the same city. Some have launched free and easy to 
use instruments such as the WBCSD’s Global Water 
Tool, in which companies map their water use and 
assess risks relative to their global operations and sup-
ply chains. Still others, like SABMiller in the beverage 
industry, or Borealis in plastics and Uponor in heating 
systems, evaluate their water footprint in the value 
chain to reduce their use and vulnerability. 

The Week’s scientific and neutral ground has be-
come a valuable asset as governments seek to water 
service support without new taxes while debate over 
the “commodification” of water has often grown bitter, 
shrill and distorted by extreme positions. 

“In Stockholm there is a high level of dialogue 
and disagreement on these points, but a relaxed at-
mosphere, and that’s good,” said Peter Paul Van De 
Wijs who recently joined the WBCSD from Dow. 
“Because you need people who have these to get to 
know each other. Who you invite helps determine 
how you frame the sessions. From what I’ve seen it 
starts to work.”

This is particularly true in private sector water serv-
ices, where rather than advance ideologies, the Week 
encouraged empirical evidence. Opinions vary, and 
remain intense. Yet the reality is that public money 
is getting as scarce as public water. Debt-burdened 
municipalities, states and federal agencies – in both 
the developed and developing world – lack the funds 
to improve deteriorating water infrastructure or secure 
their natural ecosystems. Supply costs will rise 75 per 
cent over the next three decades. The global recession 
has crippled investments. The standard tool for raising 
public capital – issuing water infrastructure bonds – 
faces a risk-averse atmosphere.

Yet risk aversion may also catalyse action. In Stock-
holm IFC President and CEO Lars Thunell argued 
that “to avert a crisis” the private sector can now step 
in. “I believe we are at a tipping point,” he said. “Busi-
nesses have begun to recognise the possibilities. Inves-
tors see an opportunity in the usd 450 billion global 
water sector. Private firms also regard water supply as 

Everyone’s Business: Water as the Ultimate Bottom Line
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a business risk and are tackling it as an integral part 
of their risk-management strategy.”

Proponents of collaboration have often appealed 
to the cost reductions, efficiency gains, environmen-
tal compliance, human resource developments, and 
increased services that have followed private sector 
engagement.

Fine in theory, say critics at the Week, but in 
practice water scares the private sector. Companies 
don’t invest in water infrastructure because the risks 
are too great, the pay-back periods too long, and the 
projects too financially unworkable. Also, water is a 
public good, but pipes are a private service, so costs 
and benefits fall in between. Combine emotion with 
price increases, labour disputes, foreign hands on local 
taps, and tensions erupt from Cochabamba, Bolivia 

to Kerala, India to Stockton, California.
A decade ago the Week was among the first to 

stimulate debate on these issues in its Founders Semi-
nars on Corporate Responsibility. Each year these have 
escalated in number and intensity through various 
discussions, workshops and side events looking at the 
business role and involvement in water from a variety 
of angles. More and more private sector executives are 
attending the Week to discuss the business of water.

Inevitably, the private sector has been and will 
always be involved in water. Firms and individuals are 
engaged not just as consultants, contractors, vendors, 
materiel suppliers or pump manufacturers; they are 
end users who depend on a reliable supply for their 
very survival – a reminder that water is everyone’s 
business.
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From Rome’s ancient aqueducts to Singapore’s modern 
plumbing, advanced water management has always 
been an integral expression of urban life. But this 
summer we crossed a historic tipping point. Today 
more than half the world lives in cities.

The new urban reality requires a rapid and radical 
shift in how humankind manages increasingly urgent 
water challenges. For starters, it intensifies questions 
of thirst. 

By 2050 60 per cent of the world’s 9 billion people 
will be living in mega cities,” said Lars Thunell of 
the International Finance Corporation. “Since water 
consumption goes up where there is development 
and improved lifestyles, we can expect even greater 
demands on fresh water. Industrialisation and en-
ergy production are further driving demand. Societies 
could end up with a quandary of food versus drinking 
water versus electricity – and even conflict.” 

Indeed, when anyone migrates from China’s coun-
tryside to the city, domestic water use has increased 
30 fold; in the next few decades, 300 million people 
will make that move. 

Urban stress also curtails quality and quantity. 
Already, 60 per cent of China’s 669 cities suffer water 
shortages; nearly half of China’s cities lack wastewater 
treatment facilities; most rely on long-distance con-
nectivity. Aging leaky water infrastructure – often 
plagued by illegal connections in slums – can bleed 
30-40 per cent from hard-earned urban supplies. 

World Water Week has shown that while unique 
urban challenges pose profound water security risks, 
they also open unprecedented windows of opportunity. 
By 2050, cities in developing countries will absorb the 
bulk of 2 billion more people on the planet. And cli-
mate change will complicate the already stressed situa-
tion. Yet rather than wallow in doom and gloom, those 
at the Week find reason for cautious optimism. 

“We are capable of doubling the efficiency of urban 
water use, at least in developed countries, through a 
combination of high levels of conservation, water reuse 
enabled through membrane technology, and energy 
and nutrient recovery,” said Paul Reiter of the Inter-
national Water Association. “But success will require 
major step changes in the energy efficiency and cost of 

Modern Megacities: Quenching 
Our Predominantly Urban Thirst
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urban water systems, combined with strategic trades 
of water with agriculture and energy.”

A city may gain additional water by investing in 
irrigation efficiency in adjacent farmlands. It may sell 
treated waste or nutrients to agriculture to expand 
crop production.

But change is urgent. Even with-
out drought, reduced runoff, and the 
evaporative losses from climate change, 
many thirsty cities already can’t keep 
up with demand. 

As thousands pour in each day, Mexico City is liter-
ally collapsing on top of its overdrawn aquifers. Urban 
challenges are not exclusive to developing countries. In 
the summer of 2008 Barcelona had to import drink-
ing water shipped in tankers, paying France usd 3 per 
cubic metre – triple the “average” cost. To prevent a 
recurrence, the city is investing in desalination, an 
industry that will in two decades reach usd 56 billion. 
Inland cities lack that option; Atlanta, Georgia came 
within 60 days of running out of water entirely.

Urban scale defines the range of options. In ‘walking 

cities’ the wells, drains and cesspools can be reached 
on foot while in ”auto cities” the size has increased so 
that linear ‘big pipe’ solutions have hit their limits. 
In all cases, says Sunita Narain, a “sustainable city” 
harvests rainwater, retains storm water, and recycles 
water nutrients. Such solutions radically reduce the 
need for large pipes.

Along with urban drought cities also face higher 
odds of urban deluge. As cities pave over natural veg-
etation and topsoil with roads, sidewalks, buildings 
and parking lots, rainfall can no longer be absorbed 
by the landscape. A hard and impervious horizontal 
surface blocks the timeless entry of rain down seeps 
to recharge groundwater, just as surely as a vertical 
dam cuts the timeless flow of a river. 

Mumbai is a classic victim of stress. Yet it has also 
shown strategic thinking. Before a World Bank project 
planned to pump two billion litres drinking water to 
Mumbai through 60 km of closed pipes, 1993 SWP 
Laureate Dr. Madhav Atmaram Chitale expanded it 
to include irrigation canals, a hydropower station and 
under-stream tunnels. “Projects as big as this should be 
as fully integrated as possible with other development 
opportunities,” he said.

Urban runoff often pools and channels water into 
storm sewers; unable to handle the exponentially high-
er volume, swollen water causes erosion and flood dam-
age. Also, parking lots and surfaces heat up water and 
contribute significant quantities of oil, sand, salt and 
organic matter. Contaminants lead to eutrophication, 
thermal shock and death in aquatic species.

World Water Week sessions 
encourage cities to increase per-
meability in ways that can help 
slow, spread and sink the rain, 

decreasing impacts. Use of impoundments and porous 
paving materials can reduce stormwater runoff and 
filter the contaminants en route from parking lots 
and roads to streams. Regulations and controls on the 
location and amount of impervious area can lessen the 
damage, while buffers and drainage ditches can delay 
runoff and collect excess sediment.

Some may continue trying to adapt water to the 
dynamic growing needs of our predominantly urban 
thirst. But progressive participants at the Week are 
seeking and finding new ways to adapt our modern 
cities to the complex and dynamic needs of water.

“We are capable of doubling the 
efficiency of urban water use”.

Paul Reiter 
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Years ago Mark Smith, who runs IUCN’s water pro-
gramme, was on a World Water Week shuttle and 
eavesdropped on a conversation about responses to 
global warming. He heard one delegate casually ven-
ture the idea that “climate change mitigation is about 
energy, but adaptation is about water.” 

He doubts that exact phrasing “originated on that 
very bus that particular evening,” but through the 
diversity of participants “it made immediate sense,” 
and caught fire. 

The Week has built on that early recognition, said 
Henk Van Schaik of the Cooperative Program on Water 
and Climate, starting in 2002 with “50 lost participants 
in a big room” and growing to 300 people engaged in 
focused two-day discussions. “Over the years, climate 
adaptation has become a Stockholm topic that has built 
partnerships for action on finance, local actions, guid-
ance, capacity building, governance and politics.” 

The pivotal water-climate nexus is still being in-
formed and focused by science. Some suggest the most 
volatile chemical compound in the climate change 
equation may not be methane, nitrous oxide or even 
carbon dioxide, but rather hydrogen dioxide.

Preposterous? Well, start in the atmosphere, where 
the most potent greenhouse gas – more than double the 
impact of carbon dioxide – is water vapour. As CO2 be-
gins to concentrate, global warming rapidly evaporates 
more surface moisture. Up there, rapidly accumulating 
water vapour magnifies the greenhouse effect.

On earth water is the medium for greenhouse ef-
fects already underway. WWW participants showed 
how virtually every issue of concern – heat waves, melt-
ing snowpack, longer droughts, increased wildfires, 
drying reservoirs, rising sea levels, desiccating soils 
– boils down to the loss of fresh water. Even sudden, 
torrential rain poses a challenge; to absorb floods, dam 
operators must empty their reservoirs.

So yes, climate adaptation requires investing in 
water resilience. But how, exactly? 

Prof. John Matthews of WWF recalls a pivotal ses-
sion the Week held on financing adaptation. DFID’s 
Guy Howard asked the three panelists how they would 
spend 1 percent of global gdp on water and climate. 
The hydrologist and engineer answered they would set 
up monitoring networks, global data servers. “Good, 
scientific answers.”

Rethinking Resilience: Climate 
Adaptation Depends on Water
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But the World Bank’s water advisor Vahid Alavian 
grew impatient with those answers. “I can't wait 30 
years to know if a particular extreme event was due 
to climate change,” he said. “I need practical, non-
quantitative guidelines about how to spend money 
on resilient infrastructure right now.” That, said Mat-
thews, “has been my mission statement ever since.” 

The annual costs of adaptation 
investments run from usd 9–20 bil-
lion in developing countries. That’s 
a small price given the billions of 
mostly poor people dependent on a 
water supply disrupted by melting 
glaciers and saline coastal ground-
water intrusion.

It also yields potentially huge 
benefits. Water can be so energy intensive – to pump, 
transport, treat, heat, desalinate, irrigate – that effi-
ciency goes beyond adaptive resilience to be a viable 
and cost-effective form of mitigation. It takes 5–10 
kilowatt hours to produce a thousand gallons of mu-
nicipal water. Scaling up, water uses 4–19 per cent of 
all energy. By reducing water demands, nations also 
reduce the energy and fossil fuel emissions embedded 
within. 

World Water Week has been translating this mes-
sage to the wider public. In 2009 participants unani-
mously supported a statement linking water and cli-
mate for the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change in Copenhagen. 

By 2010 participants had launched the Water and 
Climate Coalition to bring the water community closer 
to the climate processes. From the Mekong to the 
Middle East, the Week engaged parties on adaptation 
at the local, national and regional levels. 

Few today ignore the climate-water nexus. In-
deed, while public concern about climate change has 

evaporated from 44 to 35 per cent; 
a GlobeScan/Circle of Blue interna-
tional survey launched in Stockholm 
found 87 per cent of those polled 
worried about increasing freshwa-
ter shortages, up five points from 
2003. That focused minds on three 
points.

First, to re-establish legitimacy, 
climate delegates must restore water to its rightful place 
in decisions. Even if voters can’t grasp the invisible, silent 
and delayed effect of burning coal and gasoline, all know 
humans affect and depend on volatile water cycle. 

Against volatility, resilience can't be regulated from 
above, but encouraged from below – through more 
judicious water use and management. Water efficiently 
secured in groundwater avoids being sacrificed to the 
sun in shallow reservoirs.

Finally, water remains a compelling political cata-
lyst. Given the tangible links between climate change 
and water, wise management could bind global efforts 
to cool our warming planet with local efforts to absorb 
its unavoidable shocks. 

High level panel and discussion 
on water and climate 2009.

“Over the years, climate adap-
tation has become a Stockholm 
topic that has built partnerships 
for action on finance, local ac-
tions, guidance, capacity build-
ing, governance and politics.” 

Henk Van Schaik
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Fresh water conjures swamps, lakes, estuaries and 
streams. But given that 70 percent of our brain, 90 
per cent of our lungs, and 83 per cent  of our blood 
consists of water, the most important “aquatic ecosys-
tems” at risk are the currents that move within our 
very own bodies.

Starting in its first year with a focus on water qual-
ity and disease, World Water Week has always tried 
to bridge water’s external and internal worlds. Two 
decades of workshops, seminars and plenary sessions 
have increasingly raised awareness of the magnitude 
of water quality degradation and its ramifications on 
human health. 

“The annual focus on monitoring drinking-water 
and sanitation has been of critical importance,” says 
Robert Bos of the World Health Organization, and 
“have provided a neutral context to sort out key 
technical subjects related to the MDG monitoring 
exercise, and effectively deal with sometimes con-
troversial issues.”

Much influence has come from the top. For some 
Stockholm Water Prize Laureates, those watery links 
between inside and out have been the defining organi-
sational force of their careers. 

As a 20-year-old, Prof. James Morgan grew sick 
seeing paper and pulp industry effluent polluting the 
oxygen balance of rivers. “The foam from phosphate-
containing detergents could reach waist-high above the 
water surface,” he recalled. “My confrontation with 
that sight made me study chemistry for four years in 
parallel with my job.” 

His work with Swiss Prof. Werner Stumm explored 
how to remove manganese (Mn), phosphorous, arsen-
ite, asbestos fibers and other unhealthy, hazardous 
and toxic contaminants from water. Their answer 
was to convert them into a solid form via oxidizion, a 
chemically induced acceleration known as coagulation 
and flocculation.

While the two 1999 SWP Laureates advanced the 
removal of deadly chemicals from water, other efforts 

Human Health: Protecting the Aquatic Ecosystems Within
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have focused on keeping unwanted biotic forces out of 
water before they can blossom. Over decades of public 
health research tracking the metabolism of pathogens 
like cholera, 2010 SWP Laureate Dr. Rita R. Colwell 
helped link the ecological forces of water and climate 
change on infectious diseases and developed advanced 
technologies to halt their spread. 

Such breakthroughs reveal several facets of the 
water quality-human health nexus. 

First, water treatment invariably costs more than 
prevention. Also, accumulated toxins and waste in 
sediments are a real or potential threat to water and 
aquatic environments. And while political and techni-
cal aspects of the water sector have been predominately 
male, it is women who deal with water most often 
and most intimately. Earlier attention on gender in 
water development helps improve quality and reduce 
poverty.

The link between water quality and health chal-
lenges a core assumption in development strategies. 
Some say nations must first allocate water to grow 
their economies fast; they can clean up the mess later 
with remedial funds they will earn. 

The argument is tempting. An economic ‘Kuznet’s 
Curve’ even suggests social and environmental protec-
tions kicks in after crossing a certain stage of capita 
GDP. Yet the Week pulls apart this simplistic mindset 
through the causes and consequences of water dynam-
ics on the ground. 

For starters, GDP grows when hospitals fill. CSIR’s 
Peter Ashton described how careless water develop-
ment: is both cause and consequence of health com-
plications. Dam building can spread HIV/AIDS, and 
then become its victim. Ashton cited a 40 per cent rise 
in infection rates among populations closest to dam-
building projects in Lesotho. As a result, HIV-driven 
“death and debilitation can slow growth, reducing 
projected demand for water” upstream and down. 
“Governments must invest more in training replace-
ments for in the water sector for the anticipated AIDS-
related loss of skilled water- and sewerage- treatment 
workers and specialists.” 

Lesotho is hardly unique. Disease vectors migrate 
with insects, which in turn gravitate around water. 
Rapid careless water developments triggered impacts 
from malaria and ringworm to typhoid, dengue fever, 
schistosomiasis, and sleeping sickness. 

One water project required an extra, unbudgeted 
usd 20 million a year just to mitigate the waterborne 
disease it had unwittingly introduced and spread. All 
too often, water development can entrench poverty 
when health problems are magnified by the cure. 

Water provision is obvious and desirable. World 
Water Week raises the invisible or unaccountable wa-
ter quality problems that may follow. To anticipate 
and prevent avoidable setbacks, it links people and 
departments dealing with supply, treatment, quality, 
and health. 

The most robust and resilient GDP grows healthy 
without incurring future debts. By keeping contami-
nants out of upstream waters today, WWW keeps 
people out of downstream clinics tomorrow.
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WWW emphasised that water’s vigour went be-
yond cubic meters per second. Each flow is a complex, 
unique, and rich dynamic that supports all living 
species, especially us. 

Indeed, four out of every five people live down-
stream of, and are served by, renewable freshwater serv-
ices. Beyond filtering water, growing fish or regulating 
floods, waters have inestimable intrinsic value.

Like any marriage a damaged river can heal. It can 
recover from disturbances, toxics, wounds and with-
drawals. Yet after too much stress, multiple cuts, and 
excessive loss from abstractions, an aquatic ecosystem 
is vulnerable to shock and trauma. It can’t support the 
biomass of interdependent life, and collapses. Civiliza-
tion follows.

All therapists welcome a healthy level of change, 
flux and disturbance, but never beyond a certain 
threshold. Aquatic thresholds – the amount required 
for health – are “environmental flow regimes.” EFRs 
form core World Water Week component, and the 
support tools have evolved rapidly over two decades. 

In 2004 two ecologists, Professors Sven Erik Jør-
gensen and William Mitsch, were honoured as SWP 
Laureates for showing the structure and function of 
water-dependent ecosystems. That same year, the Week 
catalysed a global e-flows network that led a series 
of seminars over four years to look in-depth at this 
evolving field. 

EFR methodologies vary in approach, use and 
outcome. Early efforts tried to establish a volumetric 
in-stream baseline threshold for all rivers, say 37 per 
cent of historic peak flows. Others focus on a river’s 
unique timing, variability, and flux. More recent EFRs 
integrate political, social, economic and legal pres-
sures with their technical, hydrological and ecological 
origins. 

It made little sense for scientists to painstakingly 
calculate the EFR for a river, if doing so ignored the 
growing pressures of a growing population, or lacked 
any firm standing under a nation’s constitution. The 
Week helped governments recognise that water al-
locations that benefits to ecosystems go on to benefit 
all social, political and economic life that depends 
on them.

Exactly how much water should humans provide to 
our rivers? 

At first, the question seems absurd. Throughout 
civilization our approach to aquatic ecosystems has 
involved a one-way transaction: we take whatever we 
need. After all, nature doesn’t get its water from us; 
we secure our water from nature. Right?

World Water Week has continued to expose this 
assumption as a false – and dangerous – dichotomy. 
As we extract 10 per cent more water from nature every 
decade, our thirst has dire consequences for lives, in-
cluding our own. Aquatic ecosystems are now Earth’s 
most endangered biome. As rivers suffer so do we.

In short, people and rivers depend inextricably on 
each other. 

So like counsellors who study the give-and-take of 
a civil marriage, Stockholm sessions have examined 
the scope, scale, nature, extent, health or decline of 
the symbiotic relationship between our waters and our 
existence. To save our hydraulic marriage, society must 
restore vigour to the streams on which we depend. 

How? Until rivers, lakes, wetlands and estuaries 
learn to speak, that question requires diagnostic and 
analytical tools that measure aquatic ecology, a new 
discipline known as environmental flow assessments. 

Among our earliest marriage counsellors was Aus-
tralian 1996 SWP Laureate Prof. Jörg Imberger, who 
measured interactions of wind, temperature and sa-
linity to show how humans impacted natural bodies 
of water. “By comparing flux paths with data from 
the different levels,” he said, nations could “build 
computer models that can be used to predict how 
contaminants will behave and how quickly they will 
be diluted.” 

Arid lands weren’t the only places with wounded 
waters. In wetter landscapes, 1991 SWP Laureate Prof. 
David W. Schindler analysed aquatic field samples as 
if they were blood samples. He examined abundance 
and diversity of species, inquired about levels of acid-
ity, noted nutrient concentrations, trace metals and 
chlorinated organic compounds. It all pointed to a 
marriage on the rocks. His diagnosis traced problems 
to their origins, and prescribed stricter controls on 
phosphates and sulphur dioxide.

Streams and Society: Can Our Vital Marriage Be Saved?
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Today EFRs offer a vital tool for building resilience 
against climate change. True, researchers can’t predict 
the timing and form of each impact; but they do 
predict – and so help us prepare for – more extreme 
droughts, floods, runoff and heat waves. 

WWW strives to contribute to the reduction of 
hunger and alleviation of poverty. Meeting the goals 

of human health and wellbeing depends on fresh wa-
ter. Ironically, the ecological health and wellbeing of 
waters depends on humans. 

By asking what ecosystems need from us, and by 
giving back as much as we take, we strengthen the 
vitality our hydraulic marriage, building resilience 
within our society. 
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Two and a half millennia ago the Greek philosopher 
Heraclitus observed: “You can not step twice into 
the same river; for other waters are ever flowing on 
to you.”

This insight holds true for Stockholm as well. You 
cannot attend twice the same World Water Week, for 
new people and ideas are continuously converging 
in a vital confluence of fresh research, insights and 
progress in the field. Robust debates lead to unexpected 
outcomes. And the meeting of minds yield collabora-
tive syntheses.

Still, there are patterns that endure, feelings that 
accrue. These give the Week its unique character. 
Looking back over twenty years, topics, and Laure-
ates, we discover how those who attend have always 
been looking forward, planning ahead, adapting to 
the risks and opportunities that still lie just around 
the corner – out of sight but never entirely out of the 
range of our vision. 

What will happen in the years ahead? How will 
the Week retain its leading edge?

There is no crystal ball, but what seems blindingly 
clear is that the World Water Week will continue to 
be enriched through diversity. All cities flourish to the 
extent that they are inclusive and tolerant and embrace 
all peaceful commercial and cultural dynamics that 
cross their threshold. Stockholm has long been a port 
city and destination, a crossroads of trade. The Week 
has built on that tradition by embracing all people who 
share a passion for water, regardless of their nationality, 
gender, age, class or profession. 

Based on constructive critical feedback over the 
years we have begun reaching out to other disciplines – 
energy, manufacturing, trade, law, agriculture, health 
and biodiversity – not so much to preach the gospel 
of water security, or and convert them to our cause, 
but rather to learn from their experience and their 
priorities, and integrate them into our work. 

There will also be a healthy balance between scien-
tists and executives, academics and practitioners, gov-
ernment officials and NGOs. The World Water Week 

has never recognised any hierarchy, nor will it. That 
is because no one sector or profession has precedence 
over another. To the contrary, the sooner we regard 
one another as equals the sooner we can eliminate the 
divisions and silos that keep us apart and prevent us 
from making necessary reforms together.

We will continue our thematic approach as a way 
of organising and focusing topics for discussion. These 
issues continue to move from what may have been an 
‘inward looking’ or ‘technocratic’ approach of the tra-
ditional water sector toward a wider agenda of political 
security, social stability and economic development. 

For example, in 2011 the Week will focus on the 
all-encompassing challenges related to accelerating 
urbanisation. In 2012 we shall explore how to achieve 
food security for a hungry growing global population. 
The following years will most likely address the climate 
change implications from the water-energy nexus or the 
critical linkages between water and national security.

Starting in 2008 the World Water Week began to 
more closely link its theme in coordination with the 
United Nation’s World Water Day, March 22. Our 
ongoing collaboration will continue to increase our 
collective impact on the international discussions that 
we choose together, influencing the debate and the 
resulting actions on the ground, working together 
until we can graduate a level of broad consciousness 
and deep understanding from a day or a week that 
lasts throughout the century ahead.

One piece of recurring advice that we hear and 
welcome year after year: “Don’t grow any bigger!” 

Rest assured, in the years to come World Water 
Week shall maintain the current size, format and 
atmosphere of our conference. Size does matter, at 
least in this area. We seek to encourage interpersonal 
meetings between individuals and minds that are so 
vital for progress, yet also welcome new and diverse 
perspectives. We want to allow government ministers 
to advance their agendas, yet also allow a rural NGO 
from Bangladesh to meet with the CEO of a multi-
national company. 

Downstream
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In short: big enough to speak up with an impact 
and small enough to listen with care.

Perhaps that is the essence of the Week. For six 
precious days the time we spend together enables us 
to see beyond the daunting statistics, look past the 
dollar figures on balance sheets, avoid getting bogged 
down by abstract and disembodied numbers detailing 
the scope of the challenges we face. We can instead 
focus on the people and ideas that really matter. We 
can exchange global quantity for local quality.

By getting to know one another as thinking and 
feeling individuals we break down barriers that prevent 
collaboration. We find common ground – and more 
importantly, common water – with which to move 
forward. We can also engage in spirited discussion 
among people who may disagree on the means but 

concur on the desired outcomes. And in the process of 
our disputes and friendly argumentation, we generate 
a healthy level of creative friction to come up with new 
solutions that had not been previously imagined.

This publication opened with the challenge of John 
F. Kennedy, a realist disguised as an idealist; perhaps 
it is fitting to close by paraphrasing the vision of his 
younger brother Robert, an idealist disguised as a 
realist. 

For it is true that some men and women see the 
precarious and polluted state of the world’s water as 
it is, and lament: “Why?” But those of us who return 
to Stockholm year after year envision the world’s wa-
ter as it might one day be – secure, clean, equitable, 
valued and dynamic – then turn to each other, and 
ask: “Why not?”
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A Special Thank You 
The Stockholm International Water Institute would like to extend a special thank you 
to all the individuals and organisations that have been working with and supporting 
the Stockholm Water Prize and the World Water Week over the years. They are too 
many to mention by name but their contributions have been invaluable.
 

Special Mention of our Financial Supporters 

Core Supporters 
The City of Stockholm, the Stockholm Water Company, the Swedish Ministry for 
Foreign Affairs and the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency.
 
Founders of the Stockholm Water Prize
Bacardi, Borealis & Borouge, DuPont, Europeiska Insurance, Fujitsu, Grundfos 
Management, Hewlett Packard, ITT Water & Wastewater, Kemira, KPMG Sweden, 
Läckeby Water, P&G, Ragn-Sells, Saab Automobile, SAS, Scandic, Siemens, Snecma, 
Swedish Railways (SJ), Uponor, Water Environment Federation, Ålandsbanken Sverige, 
in collaboration with the City of Stockholm. 
 
Main Supporters of the World Water Week
Birka	Energi,	Black	&Veatch,	FEMSA	Foundation,	Fujitsu,	the	German	Federal	Ministry	
for Economic Cooperation and Development, ITT, Kemira, Malmberg Water AB, NCC, 
Nestlé, the Purac Group Ragn-Sells, Ramböll, Severn Trent Plc, Siemens, Stockholms 
Hamnar, SWECO, the Swedish Institute and Water Environment Federation
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Confluence: the geographic point where unique streams merge into a powerful 
new current. 

For two decades in Stockholm, men and women from diverse backgrounds and 
interests have come together during World Water Week to exchange energy and 
content from their distinctive life journeys and to celebrate excellence through 
the Stockholm Water Prize.

Beneath a calm surface roils critical debate: What’s water’s value? Who owns 
priceless rain? How should we govern? A vigorous quest for answers yields 
unpredictable results. Concepts emerge such as hydrocide, hydrohegemony, 
ecohydrology or hydrosolidarity. Water turns blue, green or gray; gets hungry; 
and travels virtually. 

What began in 1991 as a celebration of excellence and a meeting of ecologists 
and engineers has broadened to embrace psychology, economics, history, medi-
cine, national security or trade law. In that inclusive spirit, this booklet gathers 
up and binds together twenty essential topics influenced by all who converged 
in Stockholm over 20 years: a vital confluence of individuals and ideas.
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